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Abstract
In this thesis work, crystal and phase structure, chemical composition and gas sensing properties
of pulsed laser deposited vanadium oxide thin films were studied.
Pulsed laser deposition was used to manufacture vanadium oxide thin films with various
crystal structures, film morphologies and phase compositions. Both the well-known vanadium
pentoxide V2O5, and a totally new stable phase in a solid-state thin-film form, V7O16, was
produced. The existence of these phases was proven by several different characterization methods
such as, X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
The resistive gas sensing measurements of the films with pure V2O5 composition, and mixed
phase compositions of V2O5 and V7O16, showed that behaviour of the electrical response to
different gases at various measurement temperatures was dependent on the phase composition of
the thin films. It was proved that in certain conditions the mixed phase films show p-type
semiconducting gas sensing behaviour, instead of the pure n-type behaviour of V2O5. Both types
of film compositions were shown to be highly sensitive to ammonia gas, down to 40 ppb-level.
The mixed phase composition showed a higher response to ammonia compared to the pure V2O5
phase; however the pure V2O5 showed better long-term stability. Both sensing layer types also
showed high selectivity to ammonia in comparison to NO and CO gases. Nanostructured pure
V2O5 layers were successfully deposited on commercial microheater platforms and then used as
a gas sensor. The V2O5 nanostructures were proven to be very promising candidates as gas sensor
material to control the Selective Catalytic Reduction process used in the reduction of NOx gas
emissions.
The surface valence states of the thin film structures with various phase compositions were
studied spectroscopically, and a clear connection between the valence states of the film surfaces
and gas sensing properties was found. It was concluded that the pure V2O5 films also had some
V4+ ions in the surface, and in the mixed phase thin films, the amount V4+ ions was already quite
high, indicating a higher amount of oxygen vacancies in the thin film surface – another proof of
the existence of V7O16 phase in the film composition. It is also suggested that the particular
quantity of oxygen vacancies is one of the reasons for the high gas-sensing response of the thin
films.

Keywords: crystal structure, gas sensor, pulsed laser deposition, thin film, vanadium
oxide
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Tiivistelmä
Tässä työssä tutkittiin pulssilaserkasvatettujen vanadiinioksidiohutkalvojen kide- ja faasirakenteita sekä ominaisuuksia kaasuantureina.
Vanadiinioksidiohutkalvoja, jotka omaavat erilaiset kide- ja faasirakenteet, sekä erilaiset
morfologiat valmistettiin pulssilaserkasvatuksella. Tunnetun V2O5 -faasin lisäksi myös V7O16 faasi onnistuttiin valmistamaan ensimmäistä kertaa kiinteän aineen epäorgaanisena faasina ohutkalvorakenteeseen. Näiden erilaisten faasirakenteiden olemassaolo todistettiin käyttämällä useita menetelmiä kuten röntgendiffraktiota, Raman spektroskopiaa ja röntgenfotoelektronispektroskopiaa.
Sekä ainoastaan V2O5 -faasia sisältäviä ohutkalvoja, että V2O5 ja V7O16 sekafaasirakenteen
omaavia ohutkalvoja tutkittiin kaasuanturina, ja mittaustulokset osoittivat erilaisten kalvojen
sähköisten kaasuanturivasteiden ominaisuuksien voimakkaan riippuvuuden kalvojen faasirakenteesta. Havaittiin myös, että sekafaasirakenne omaa tietyissä olosuhteissa p-tyyppisen puolijohteen sähkönjohtavuusmekanismin, toisin kuin puhdas V2O5-rakenne, joka on täysin n-tyyppinen.
Molemmat ohutkalvotyypit todennettiin olevan erityisen herkkiä ammoniakki (NH3) kaasulle,
jopa 40 miljardisosatasolle. Kalvo, jossa oli sekafaasirakenne, omasi korkeamman sähköisen
kaasuvasteen kuin puhtaasta V2O5 faasista koostuva ohutkalvo, joka taas toisaalta omasi paremman stabiiliuden pidemmällä aikavälillä. Molemmat kaasuanturimateriaalit havaittiin selektiiviseksi NH3 -kaasulle verrattuna NO- ja CO-kaasuihin. Puhdas V2O5 nanorakenne onnistuttiin
myös kasvattamaan kaupalliselle anturialustalle, ja käyttämään menestyksekkäästi herkkänä
NH3- kaasuanturina. Lisäksi puhtaan V2O5 nanorakenteen todennettiin olevan erittäin lupaava
kaasuanturimateriaali hyödynnettäväksi NOx-kaasupäästöjen vähentämiseen käytettävän SCRkatalyysiprosessin (Selective Catalytic Reduction) ohjauksessa.
Ohutkalvotyyppien pinnan sähköistä rakennetta tutkittiin röntgenspektroskopiamenetelmillä,
ja selvä yhteys materiaalien pintojen valenssitilojen ja kaasuanturiominaisuuksien välillä havaittiin. Huomattiin, että myös puhdas V2O5 ohutkalvo omaa pinnallaan pienen määrän V4+ -ioneja, ja että ohutkalvossa, jossa on sekafaasirakenne, V4+ -ionien määrä on suuri, ollen yksi todiste lisää V7O16 faasin olemassaoloon kalvon rakenteessa. Tästä johtuva happivakanssien olemassaolo on yksi syy näiden ohutkalvojen korkeaan kaasuherkkyyteen.

Asiasanat: kaasuanturi, kiderakenne, ohutkalvo, pulssilaserkasvatus, vanadiinioksidi
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Abbreviations and symbols
α
ε
μ
π*
σ
σ*
χ2

absorption coefficient
dielectric constant
charge carrier mobility
π* band of a material
electrical conductivity
σ* band of a material
goodness-of-fit

Dp
E
EF
Ei
Em
I
J
k
kads
kco,react
kd
kdes
L
LD
NA
ND
ni
ns
Nta
p
q
QSC
QSS
R
T
Ts
tp
Vb

hole diffusion coefficient
electric field
Fermi level
intrinsic Fermi level
maximum electric field in the space charge region
laser energy density
current density
Boltzmann coefficient
reaction rate constant for adsorption
reaction rate constant for CO
thermal diffusivity
reaction rate constant for desorption
grain diameter
Debye length
acceptor concentration
donor concentration
intrinsic charge carrier concentration
density of surface electrons
concentration of acceptor surface states
hole concentration
elementary charge
net charge in the space charge region
net surface charge
electrical resistance
temperature
substrate temperature
laser pulse length
potential barrier
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W
xn
xp

Ar
Ba
Cl
CH4
CO
CO2
Cu
CuO
H2
H2O
Li
N2
Nd
NH2CONH3
NH3
NiO
NO
NO2
NOx
O
O2
Pd
Pt
Si
SnO2
SO2
SO3
Ti
V2O5
VO2
WO3
Xe
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space charge region width
space charge region width in the n-type semiconductor of a p-n
junction
space charge region width in the p-type semiconductor of a p-n
junction
argon
barium
chlorine
methane
carbon monoxide
carbon dioxide
copper
copper oxide
hydrogen
water molecule
lithium
nitrogen
neodymium
urea formula
ammonia
nickel oxide
nitric oxide
nitrogen dioxide
nitrogen oxide
oxygen
oxygen diatom
palladium
platinum
silicon
tin dioxide
sulphur dioxide
sulphur trioxide
titanium
vanadium pentoxide
vanadium dioxide
tungsten trioxide
xenon

Y
ZnO

yttrium
zinc oxide

°
°C
µm
Å
cm-1
cm2
cm3
eV
g
J
mbar
min
mm
nm
ppb
ppm
s

degree
Celsius degree
micrometer
ångström
wave number
square centimeter
cubic centimeter
electronvolt
gram
joule
millibar
minute
millimetre
nanometree
parts per billion
parts per million
second

2θ
AFM
C 1s
Cb
CCD
CNT
CVD
EC
EV
ee.g.
et al.
etc.
FESEM
FET
FIB
FWHM

two theta angle
atomic force microscopy
carbon 1s atomic orbital
conduction band
charge-coupled device
carbon nanotube
chemical vapour deposition
conduction band
valence band
electron charge
exempli gratia
et alii
et cetera
field emission scanning electron microscopy
field effect transistor
focused ion beam
full width half maximum
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GID
i.e.
ICDD
IR
L2
L3
LPCVD
MIT
MOX
NEXAFS
O 1s
O 2p
Ok
OLED
p(O2)
PCVD
PLD
PVD
QCM
Rq
RT
RWP
SCR
SEM
TEM
USD
UV
V 2p
V eg
V t2g
VOC
VONT
WHO
XPS
XRD
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grazing incidence diffraction
id est
The international centre for diffraction data
infrared
metal L2 edge
metal L3 edge
low pressure chemical vapour deposition
metal-insulator transition
metal oxide
near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy
oxygen 1s atomic orbital
oxygen 2p atomic orbital
oxygen k-edge
organic light emitting diode
oxygen partial pressure
plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition
pulsed laser deposition
physical vapour deposition
quartz crystal microbalance
standard deviation of surface height
room temperature
R-weighted parameter, measuring the goodness of fit
selective catalytic reduction
scanning electron microscopy
transmission electron microscopy
US dollar
ultraviolet
vanadium 2p orbital
vanadium eg level
vanadium t2g level
volatile organic compound
vanadium oxide nanotube
World Health Organization
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray diffraction
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Introduction

In order to sustain the green environment of the world, the legislation towards
different types of emissions, such as hazardous gaseous species and particulate
matter, is getting tighter all around the globe. The European Union, for example,
has issued new tighter directives for the car industry to reduce the amount of
poisonous nitric oxide (NOx) emissions from passenger cars, the limit being 80 mg
of NOx per kilometre for diesel engines [1]. Also, indoor air quality is a significant
issue, due to emissions composed of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), e.g.
benzene and naphthalene. For example, according to the World Health
Organization (WHO), the main health concerns with regard to naphthalene is
related to lesions in the respiratory tract, including tumours in the upper airways,
and thus the WHO recommends maximum naphthalene exposure values below
0.01 mg/m³, which corresponds to 1.9 parts per billion (ppb) of gas [2].
To meet these tight regulations, new technologies for monitoring the very small
amounts of emitted gases are also needed. There are several different types of gassensing devices on the commercial market today; for example, optical sensors
working in infrared (IR) range [3,4] and electrochemical cells [5,6]. However,
many of the technologies in the market have some drawbacks, e.g. high price or
poor long-term stability. During the last decades, gas sensors based on
semiconducting metal oxide (MOX) materials have also been utilised in many
commercial applications. The most studied and applied material is tin dioxide,
SnO2 [7]. The basis of this detection technology lies in the chemical reactions
between the gaseous atmosphere and the semiconductor surface, which then cause
a change in the measured electrical resistance of the material. The advantages of
using semiconducting MOX materials as gas sensors are low manufacturing costs,
high sensitivity, and relatively good long-term stability. The main drawback of
MOX sensor applications is usually poor selectivity between various gases.
The history of semiconducting materials dates back already to the early 19th
century, when Michael Faraday observed that in silver sulphide the electrical
resistance decreased when the material temperature was increased, which is in
contrast to pure metals [8]. From the practical point of view, a semiconductor, as
the name implies, is a material which has its electrical conductivity between that of
an insulator and metal. Semiconducting materials have also many other properties,
which have been the reason for their use in millions of different practical
applications. Silicon (Si) is the most famous semiconductor known to almost every
person in the world, ever since the invention of the transistor device. The
19

introduction of the transistor has been, without a doubt, the most important single
scientific event in the last centuries, which has enabled technology in our society
to advance to the state it is in today.
Vanadium oxides are one material group belonging to the category of
semiconducting metal oxides [9]. Because of the high number of different valence
states between V2+ and V5+, various possible applications have been proposed for
different types of vanadium oxide compounds like infrared detectors and optical
switches. Probably the most studied composition is vanadium pentoxide, V2O5,
which has many different possible applications, for example in Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR) process, where harmful nitric oxides in diesel exhaust system are
reduced by urea injections to harmless nitrogen and water [10]. V2O5, together with
a new vanadium oxide compound V7O16, in a nanoscale form, are also the main
materials studied in this thesis for gas sensing purposes.
Today, more and more efforts in materials science are made in the field of
various nanomaterials; for example, nanotubes, nanowires, etc. Generally speaking,
materials are considered to be in nanoscale when their dimension at least to one
direction is below 100 nanometre (nm) [11]. Thin films are considered to belong in
the group of nanomaterials, their thickness usually being in the range from 10
nanometres (nm) to 1 µm. There are many commercial applications in the market
which utilise MOX thin films as their main functional material, such as OLEDs [12]
and capacitors [13].
While most of the commercial gas sensors based on semiconducting metal
oxides are still based on thick-film technology [14,15], a new generation of
commercial gas sensor solutions is emerging. These new sensing materials are in
the form of nanomaterials with different morphologies, and the focus in the
research related to semiconducting gas sensors has been in this area for the last few
decades. Thin films have been studied as gas sensing materials for some time now,
but lately also new type of structures, e.g. nanowires, nanotubes and nanoparticles
have been studied as a possible gas-sensing material with improved properties
compared to traditional thick-film sensors. It is a well-known fact that different
types of semiconducting materials with various structures and morphologies have
different gas sensing behaviour compared to each other.
In this thesis work, the research focus is on one particular semiconducting
metal oxide, vanadium oxide. Because of its well-known catalytic properties
vanadium oxide can also be considered as a candidate for semiconducting gas
sensing material. Pure vanadium pentoxide, V2O5, and its mixtures with lower
valence state phase, V7O16, were the thin-film structures studied in this work. The
20

phase compositions, valence states and surface morphologies of the films were also
studied in detail, because it is well-known that they have a significant impact on
the gas sensing properties of semiconducting materials. Gas sensing studies with
various such as gases ammonia NH3, nitric oxide NO, carbon monoxide CO, and
hydrogen H2 were performed. Cross-sensitivity studies between NH3, NO, and CO
were performed, which are the main gases, along with hydrocarbons, present in
combustion engine exhaust systems, where selective catalytic reduction process is
used. This study was performed also in order to examine the possibility to use the
vanadium oxide gas sensing materials in applications controlling the SCR process.

21
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2

Background of gas sensing

The first gas alarm systems date back to the early days of the mining industry, when
miners used canary birds as an alarm to warn them about a rise in methane or carbon
monoxide concentrations in the mine [16]. Basically, it meant that if the bird
stopped singing, it was time for miners to leave the mine shaft quickly. Probably
the first gas sensing device was developed also for mining industry, when Davy’s
lamp was developed to detect oxygen loss and increase of methane CH4
concentrations in coal mines [17]. Today, it has been estimated that the total market
for gas sensors will be about 2.32 billion USD in the year 2018 [18]. This estimation
may be precise. Gas sensors are already part of our everyday life, even if many
people are not aware of this fact. For example, one of the new breakthroughs for
the gas-sensing business is a gas sensor embedded in a smart phone, showing, e.g.
the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere surrounding the mobile phone [19].
2.1

Metal oxide based gas sensing

The most well-known metal oxide gas sensor type is based on the change of
electrical conductance of the metal oxide layer, due to the appearance of the
measured gas of the surrounding atmosphere to sensor surface. A real breakthrough
concerning metal oxide based gas sensors occurred in the 1970s when, based on
the work by Seyama et al. [20] and Taguchi et al. [21,22], the first commercial
metal oxide based semiconducting gas sensors were released to markets by Figaro
company. After this, the development has been quite swift both in research and
industry concerning these types of gas sensing devices. In addition to well-known
tin oxide SnO2, zinc oxide ZnO, and tungsten oxide WO3 based gas sensors [19],
new materials are emerging all the time, including for example p-type
semiconductors copper oxide CuO [23] and nickel oxide NiO [24]. Also, addition
of noble metals like platinum Pt and palladium Pd to the basic metal oxide frame
has been studied extensively, since it is known that this will increase the sensitivity
of the materials to certain gases extensively [25]. While the first MOX based gas
sensors were based on thick-film technology [26], which is still actually used in the
industrial gas sensing applications quite extensively, the emergence of new
technologies is also seen in the field of semiconducting gas-sensing. Several thinfilm technologies are currently being utilised in gas sensor production as well [27].
Also, the increase of interest towards printed electronics has resulted in a lot of
research to be focused on printing of gas-sensing materials [28]. Various
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nanostructures, e.g. carbon nanotubes (CNT’s), have been studied as gas sensing
material, as well [29]. A schematic drawing of a typical resistive metal oxide
semiconductor gas sensor structure is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a heater, e.g.
made of platinum, under a heat-conducting substrate material. The actual gas
sensing material is manufactured on top of two metallic electrodes and is then often
covered with mechanical filter to prevent unwanted materials, e.g. particulates, to
contaminate the sensor, in addition to controlling the gas flow rate on the sensing
material.

Fig. 1. A schematic drawing of a typical MOX gas sensor structure.

Other examples of various sensor types included in the category of metal oxidebased chemical sensors are field-effect transistors (FETs) and pellistors. The use of
an FET transistor as a gas sensor was introduced by Lundström et al. in 1975 [30],
and the sensing principle of the gas sensor is based on the catalytic activity in the
gate area of transistor. The chemical reactions between the porous gate material and
gas can be measured as a change in the drain current of the device. Pellistors, on
the other hand, utilise platinum wire surrounded by ceramic metal oxide coated
with catalyst, e.g. with platinum. The sensing principle of the pellistor is based on
the reaction between the catalytic material and measured gas, which causes a
release or adsorption of heat, i.e. a change in enthalpy. This temperature change can
then be monitored [31].
Practical applications, which utilise metal oxide gas sensors, are various. For
example, pellistors and FET sensors are widely utilised in detection of combustible
gases like H2 [32]. Conductometric semiconducting metal oxide gas sensors have
found markets in, e.g. the automotive industry [33], bio-medical applications [34],
and indoor air quality [35].
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One important application area for metal oxide gas sensors is also combustion
engines, and especially the detection of the exhaust gases. Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR) is a process where harmful nitrogen oxide NOx emissions from
diesel engines are reduced by introducing urea NH2CONH2 in to exhaust gas.
Together with water, urea forms NH3 and carbon dioxide CO2 at temperatures
above 150 °C. In the catalytic converter, NH3 reacts with NOx leading to formation
of harmless nitrogen and water. The control of this process is of importance in order
to meet the new legislations limits related to NOx emissions, and in most cases, this
has been performed by sensitive nitrogen oxide sensors [36,37]. However, in order
to enhance the control of the process, a highly sensitive and selective ammonia gas
sensor would be extremely useful, and several different types of alternatives are
being studied quite intensively [38,39]. Semiconducting metal oxide sensors are
one strong candidate to be utilised in controlling this process. The schematic
description of the process is shown in Fig. 2. The amount of urea injected to the
exhaust system is controlled by sensitive gas sensors detecting NOx and NH3
selectively. The sensor signals are used to form the control algorithms for the
optimal urea injection.

Fig. 2. A schematic figure of the selective catalytic reduction process.

2.2

Other examples of detecting gaseous species

Other widely used examples for gas sensing include electrochemical cells and
various optical methods. Electrochemical cells contain gas diffusion electrodes
which are immersed in a common electrolyte, often a concentrated aqueous acid or
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salt solution, for efficient conduction of ions between the working and counter
electrodes. This reaction can be measured as a change in the potential of the
measuring electrode in comparison to the counter electrodes [40]. Electrochemical
cells are widely used, e.g. as oxygen gas sensors in the automotive industry [41].
Optical chemical sensors are one large group, which is utilised widely in
various practical applications. Optical gas sensors are usually based on detection of
change of light intensity caused by gaseous species, that exhibit strong absorption
in the UV/visible, near infrared or mid-infrared wavelengths of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The concentration of the gas, for example CO2, is in relation to the
amount of absorption, and is measured by optical detectors and a suitable
electronics system [42,43]. The absorption lines or bands are specific to each
gaseous species and are thus used as the working principle of the detection of gases
in the measurements. Optical gas detectors can be classified according to their
working range in the electromagnetic spectrum, which include for example optical
fibre and infrared (IR) gas detectors. Operation principle is based on emitted light
from a source, which is directed to a sample of gaseous species. The gas absorbs
some of the wavelengths of the light, while others penetrate it with virtually no
attenuation.
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3

Theory of resistive chemical sensors

3.1

Energy band theory of solids

In all materials, the electrons surrounding the nucleus of the atoms have welldefined energy states. According to Pauli exclusion principle, the maximum
number of electrons that could be located in the same energy state is two, assuming
that they have opposite spin directions. As a solid matter is formed of atoms, the
electrons surrounding the nucleus of various atoms also form bonds together, and
they share the same energy-level range. In order to still fulfil the condition of the
Pauli exclusion principle, the electrons in the bonds start to fill energy states very
close to each other. The huge number of states close to each other – discrete energylevels of the electrons – can now be described as a continuous energy band. This is
the basis of the band theory in solids [44]. The established energy bands are divided
into allowed bands where electrons can be located and forbidden bands between
the allowed bands, in which electrons are not allowed to exist. Any electron
participating in the electronic conduction will be in the conduction band, the first
allowed band lying above the valence band, which, in turn, is the highest filled band
at zero Kelvin temperature. The so-called energy band gap separates the top of the
valence band and the bottom of the conduction band from each other. The energy
band gap describes the energy barrier that the electron has to overcome in order to
transfer from the valence band to the conduction band in order to induce electrical
conduction in the material [44].
Solid matter can be divided to specific groups according to their band structure.
When a material has a full valence band and an empty conduction band, and the
band gap between the two is so large that the energy gained by the electrons at the
valence band from, e.g. thermal excitation by external heat is not enough to move
them over the band gap, the electrical conduction in the material is negligible even
at higher temperatures. These types of materials are called insulators. In metals, the
valence band and conduction band are overlapping, basically forming one verywell conducting band, causing the electronic conduction to be very high. Some
adjacent bands can be found between the overlapping bands. Finally, as already
stated by its name, semiconductor is a material with electrical conductivity between
the two previously mentioned materials. A semiconductor is usually an insulator at
0 K, but at higher temperatures, e.g. at RT, the energy gained by the electrons by
thermal excitation at the valence band is enough to make more of the electrons
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across the band gap to be transferred to the conduction band, and the electrical
conduction starts to increase. Also, other excitation mechanisms such as an external
electric field or photons can be used to excite electrons from the valence band to
cross over to the conduction band in semiconducting materials [44, 45].
3.2

Electrical conduction of semiconducting materials and p-n
junction

The electrons that are excited from the valence band leave behind a similar number
of vacant sites called holes [44]. The holes formed in the valence band can conduct
electricity as well. After the excitation of electrons to the conduction band, the
valence band is now only partially filled with electrons; meaning, in other words,
that it is also electrically conductive due to holes. The difference of the conduction
mechanism in the valence band compared to electron movement in the conduction
band is that the direction of the conduction is now opposite. Hence, the
semiconducting materials can be divided into n-type or electron conductors and ptype or hole conductors. After electrons have been excited from the valence band
to the conduction band in a semiconducting material, the amount of holes formed
to the valence band in an undoped intrinsic semiconductor is equal to the excited
electrons. However, if doping – i.e. adding very small amount of material into the
semiconductor lattice – is used, the number of holes and electrons in the energy
bands is no longer in equilibrium. This type of semiconductor is called an extrinsic
semiconductor, which has either n-type or p-type conductivity [44,45].
If n-type and p-type semiconductors are joined together so that they form an
atomic bond junction between them, this will have a great impact also on the energy
band structure of the structure. The Fermi energy (EF) of a material is defined as a
reference energy level, where the probability of occupation by an electron is 0.5
[44]. In an intrinsic semiconductor, EF lies exactly in the middle of the band gap,
whereas in an n-type semiconductor, EF is closer to the conduction band edge and
in p-type material closer to the valence band edge. When two materials with n-type
and p-type conductivity are joined together to form a junction, electrons start to
diffuse from n-type material to p-type material; and vice versa, holes try to diffuse
form p-type material to n-type material simply due to concentration gradient in the
first place. As a result, they will leave behind positively charged donor sites on the
n-type side and negatively charged acceptor sites on the p-type side of the
semiconductors. This redistribution of charges across the interface develops
automatically an electric field, which starts to oppose the effect of diffusion process
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by causing the drifting back of minority carriers from the other side. When this
process reaches the final equilibrium state, a region with non-zero electric field in
the junction of the two semiconductors is formed, where no free charge carriers are
left. This region is called the space charge, or depletion, region [44-47]. In the
equilibrium the net current through the junction is zero. This is due to the fact that
any minority charge carriers on either side near the junction region are accelerated
over the junction to the other side by the electric field. This current flow in either
direction is compensated by opposing diffusion current [44]. The Equation (1)
describes the situation for the hole current density across the junction,
=

(

)+

(

)=0,

(1)

where Jp is the hole current density, Jp(drift) is the hole drift current, and
Jp(diffusion) is the hole diffusion current. The hole current density to direction x
can be expressed as well with
=

µ

−

=0,

(2)

where q is the elementary charge, µp is hole mobility, p is the hole concentration, E
is the electric field, and Dp is the hole diffusion coefficient. Furthermore, Dp can
be replaced by using the Einstein relation with
=

,

(3)

where T is temperature, and k is the Boltzmann coefficient. In addition, the
mathematical expression for intrinsic Fermi-level Ei
−

=−

,
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can be used in order to get
=µ

−

=0,

(5)

Finally, the charge carrier concentration p in valence band can be calculated as in
Equation (6),
=

,

(6)

is the intrinsic carrier concentration. Using Equations (5) and (6), the
where
following equation is valid for Jp,
=µ

=0.

(7)
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Similar expressions can also be used in the calculation of electron current density
[44].
The previous calculations state the fact that throughout a p-n junction, the
Fermi-level is constant. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the energy band
diagram of a p-n junction is presented. In order to maintain the thermal equilibrium
in the junction, the Fermi-levels EF of the two semiconductors are joined together,
and this causes bending of the conduction and valence bands around the p-n
junction. This band bending process causes a potential barrier for the electrons
trying to diffuse from the n-type material to the p-type material, and vice versa for
the holes trying to diffuse from the p-type materials to n-type. Potential barrier is
also called as the built-in potential [44-47]. For example, for p-n junction formed
by n- and p-doped silicon, the built-in potential Vb can be expressed as the total
potential difference Vn-Vp across the p-n junction with Equation (8) [44],
=

−

=

+

,

(8)

where εsi is the dielectric constant of silicon, NA is the acceptor concentration, ND
is the donor concentration, xp is the depletion width on the p-side and xn is the
depletion length on the n-side. From this result, the total length of the depletion
region W = xp + xn can be calculated as
=

,

(9)

where Em is the maximum electric field in the depletion region located at the
metallurgical junction, and defined mathematically as
=−

=−

,

(10)

In the previous calculations, a so-called depletion approximation is used. In the
approximation, it is assumed that the free charge carrier changes suddenly from ND
in the bulk to zero in the space charge region. The values of xp and xn can now be
calculated leading to the total length of the depletion region W in the p-n junction
=
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(11)

Fig. 3. A schematic drawing of the p-n junction of semiconducting materials. EF is the
Fermi level, EC is the conduction band and EV is the valence band.

3.3

Sensing mechanisms in metal oxide semiconductors

3.3.1 Surface states in semiconducting materials
When a semiconducting material is examined from the surface, it is evident that the
unit cells of the material are not equivalent to the unit cells in the bulk of the
material. This is caused by the fact that the abrupt termination of the material
deviates the lattice symmetry perpendicular to the surface. This leads to generation
of new states which are localized in the surface area, i.e. surface states. These can
include, e.g. formation of surface atoms with no upper atom to bind to, called also
dangling bonds, surface reconstruction or relaxation, step and kink atoms, impurity
atoms adsorbed on the surface, etc. Surface states can be either donor or acceptor
type [46]. A donor-defect level can be either in a neutral state, i.e. occupied by an
electron, or in the positively charged state, i.e. free of electrons and occupied by a
hole. An acceptor state can also be neutral, i.e. occupied by a hole, or in the
negatively charged state, i.e. accepting an electron and thus also occupied by an
electron.
Similarly, as in the case of the p-n junction presented in the last chapter, a space
charge region is formed on the surface of the semiconducting material as well. This
is caused as a result of charge transfer between the uncompensated surface states
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and the bulk of the semiconductor, until the Fermi levels are equilibrated with the
condition
=−

,

(12)

where Qss is the net surface charge and Qsc is the net charge collected in the space
charge region. Thus, the bending of the energy band structure takes place. Surface
states and the space charge layer also contribute strongly to the measurable
electrical conduction in the semiconducting material described by the following
equation [47]:
=

+ ∆

+∆

,

(13)

where
is the total sheet conductivity,
is the bulk contribution to the
conductivity, ∆ is the contribution of the space charge layer, and ∆
is the
contribution of the surface states. The space charge region can be defined as three
different types of layers [46,47]. The depletion layer is defined as a volume where
the majority carrier concentration at the surface is smaller than its equilibrium value,
but larger than the minority carrier concentration at the surface. As a result, the
conductivity of the space charge region is low. Accumulation layer is formed when
the majority charge carrier concentration on the surface is higher than its bulk value,
leading to enhancement in the surface conductivity. The inversion layer is formed
when the minority carrier concentration at the surface is higher than the majority
carrier concentration. This will lead to strong band bending and to a very high
potential barrier on the surface. In Fig. 4, the formation of space charge region W
in the vicinity of the surface for the n-type and p-type semiconductor is presented.
The following mathematical description is valid for the n-type semiconductor
for the situation described in Fig. 4, and thus Equation 8, is simplified to form
=

,

(14)

.

(15)

and because in this case W = xn, it follows
=

Weisz has pointed out a “pinning” effect of the electrochemical potential, i.e. Vb, to
a surface state energy [48]. From Equation (12), it follows that
=

,

(16)

where
is the is the concentration of negatively charged surface states. Equation
(14) can now be written to form
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Fig. 4. A schematic drawing of band bending in semiconducting material. W is the width
of the depletion region, EVAC is the energy in the vacuum level, EV is the valence band,
EC is the conduction band, qVb is the potential barrier, Eg is the band gap, Qss is the
surface charge, and φ is the work function of the material.

=

.

(17)

It is noted that Vb cannot increase too much even in the presence of high density of
states, since when
is high, the electrochemical potential is pinned between
[46]. Another important parameter related to the width of the space charge
layer is the Debye length LD, defined for the n-type semiconductor as
=

,

(18)

describing the distance where the electrons of the space charge screen out the local
electric fields. The width of the depletion layer as a function of LD is
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.
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When the semiconducting material surface reacts with the surrounding gas
atmosphere, it is the height of the potential barrier, i.e. Vb and width of the depletion
layer, i.e. W, which are affected by the exchange of charge carriers between the two.
This leads to changes in measured resistance, caused by the reducing and oxidising
reactions detected by the metal oxide semiconducting gas sensors.
3.3.2 Role of microstructure to the gas-sensing behaviour
The microstructure has several effects to the gas-sensing behaviour of
semiconducting materials. In a very critical role is the grain size. This can be
described using the concept of Debye length, LD [46,49,50]. If the materials grain
size L is large, then the width of the depletion layer is W < L/2, and L/2 > LD. This
means that the large grains have a highly resistive surface charge layers surrounding
each grain in the intergrain contact. As a consequence, charge carriers have to
overcome the barrier qVb in order to cross one neighbouring grain to another, as
also shown in Fig. 4. However, if the grain size of the semiconducting material is
very small, W = L/2 and L/2 > LD , almost all the charge carriers are trapped on the
surface states of the material and there are only a few free carriers available for
conduction in the bulk grain. This basically means that any variation in the charge
carrier density caused by the target gas causes a large change in the conduction of
the material. Eventually, if W = L/2 and L/2 < LD, the depletion approximation
described in chapter 3.3.1 is no longer valid. This causes a so-called flat-band
situation, where the charge density is in the intergranular region very strongly
affected by the external gas. However, some studies have been made which argue
that there is a critical minimum limit in the grain size of a material affecting the gas
sensitivity [51]. According to the model, if the grain size is too small – only about
a few nanometres, depending on the material – the conduction of the semiconductor
is totally controlled by the surface-hopping conduction mechanism through Tamm
states on the surface. This will lead to a situation where variation of the conductance
of the material by the charge carriers induced by external gas is very small, seen as
a decrease of gas sensitivity of the material.
Another important parameter in the microstructure of semiconducting
materials affecting the gas sensing performance is the porosity level of the material.
It is well-known fact that if the porosity of the material is increased, the available
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surface area for chemical reactions is also increased. This is because in porous
material, the available grain boundaries are present in all directions, as compared
to dense materials, where this is not the case [52]. The porosity helps the gases to
diffuse through the layer in order to adsorb on the surface [46]. Yamazoe et al. [53]
have performed studies on the porosity levels needed for highly sensitive gassensing materials. The argument was that in thin films with large pores in it, the
chemical accessibility of the target gas to the surfaces of the sensing material grains
is very high. This will lead to a very high gas sensing response – higher than in
traditional thick films, where most of the surfaces of the grains are not exposed
enough to effectively react with the target gases. Also, the gas concentration inside
the sensing material as compared to the mass of the material is low in thicker films
compared to highly porous thin films.
3.3.3 Examples of gas adsorption on metal oxide semiconductor
surfaces
The adsorption on a surface can be described by the Lennard-Jones potential model,
where adsorption is followed by decomposition of the molecule into separate ions
[46]. Adsorption starts by the exothermic, inactivated physisorption process, which
includes a weak adsorption of the molecules to the surface by dipole interactions
and van der Waals forces. Physisorption is followed by the chemisorption process,
which is usually activated by the energy provided, e.g. thermally or by light
illumination. The chemisorption includes the charge transfer between the adsorbate
and the surface, causing strong bonding between the two. Similar to chemisorption,
desorption of adsorbates from the surface is also an activated process. The
adsorption and desorption rates are temperature-dependent, both increasing
together with increasing temperature.
Often semiconductor gas sensors are operated at atmosphere where oxygen gas
is present. As an example of the effect of the metal oxide surface reaction with
oxygen on electrical properties, the following presentation can be made [46]. At
higher temperatures, T > 500 K, oxygen adsorbs to the surface of the
semiconductor in atomic form (O-), leading to
+

,

→

.

Considering this and the mass action law, the following mathematical expression
can be formed
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where kads and kdes are the adsorption and desorption rate constants, respectively,
O is the oxygen partial pressure, and ns is the density of electrons at the surface.
In practical applications, the surface is usually saturated with oxygen when the
partial pressure approaches atmospheric pressure, and thus the conductance of the
semiconductor is independent of oxygen pressure [46]. Another example of
reactions between a gas and semiconducting surface can be shown with the
following reactions between a semiconductor and reducing gas CO [46]. In this
case, the reaction occurs between CO (target gas) and adsorbed surface oxygen
→
+

,

→

,

+

.

The forming of CO2 gas means that extra electrons are donated to the
semiconductor surface leading to a rise in conductance. Mathematically this can be
described from the mass action law:
(

−
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,
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where kco,react is the reaction rate coefficient of CO reacting on the surface. This
basically means that the overall effect seen here is the decrease in the density of
adsorbed surface oxygen
. This, in turn, is seen as the decrease of sensor
resistance.
In Figs. 5 a) and b), the effects of adsorption of O2 and CO on the potential
barrier between two n-type semiconducting grains are presented, respectively. It is
shown how, through the chemical reaction between CO and the surfaces of the
grains where the density of pre-adsorbed surface oxygen is decreased, the potential
barrier between the grains is lower, as compared to the pure O2 environment. Thus,
the barrier the charge carriers must go across is lower, and this can be seen as a
decrease in electrical resistance. For the p-type semiconductor, where holes are the
majority charge carrier, the similar reducing chemical reaction causes an increase
in semiconductor resistance.
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Fig. 5. The effect of gas-sensing reaction a) in air, b) in reducing gas CO to the potential
barrier at the grain boundary of a n-type semiconductor material (modified after [54]).
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4

Thin film growth

Nowadays, thin films can be prepared with several different methods, which can be
classified in three different categories: physical vapour deposition (PVD), chemical
vapour deposition (CVD), and techniques utilising the liquid/solution phase of
materials.
4.1

Thin film manufacturing methods

Thin film growth techniques utilising liquids or solutions and not needing vacuum
conditions, are, for example, sol-gel processing, electrochemical deposition and
Langmuir-Blodgett processing. Of these, the sol-gel process is the most widely
used today. It involves the dispersion of colloidal particles to liquid (sol), which is
then deposited on a substrate, usually by spin coating. Then the stabilizing
components are removed from the sol, and a gel is formed, which is then heattreated, transforming the gel into the final film form by pyrolysis of the remaining
organic compounds [14,46,55].
In chemical vapour deposition (CVD), a chemical reaction in vacuum
conditions transforms molecules in a gas phase into solid films or powders on the
substrate. The reacting gases are diluted into a carrier gas and are then introduced
to a reaction chamber at room temperature, but the desired substrate used in
deposition is heated. Depending on the conditions used during the deposition
process, the reactant may go through homogeneous chemical reactions in the
vapour phase before hitting the substrate surface. Otherwise, the reactant gases
slow down before hitting the surface and go through heterogeneous reactions on
the surface, forming the deposited material. There are several different methods
which belong to the CVD category, e.g. low pressure chemical vapour deposition
(LPCVD) and plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) [14,46,55].
Physical vapour deposition (PVD) methods are based on evaporation,
sputtering or ablation of source materials in the solid phase. The intermediate
vapour or plasma phase is formed under vacuum conditions and is then deposited
back into a solid phase on top of the substrate located some distance away from the
source in the same vacuum chamber. Background gases – for example, O2 – can be
introduced into the deposition chamber in order to modify the deposited thin films
to the desired composition. PVD processes include evaporation by heat transfer,
e.g. thermal evaporation and electron beam evaporation, evaporation by ion
bombardment as occurs in various sputtering methods, and also pulsed laser
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deposition (PLD) method, that utilises high energy photons for evaporation and
ablation of source material [14,55].
4.2

Pulsed laser deposition - PLD

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a PVD process, which has many advantages
compared to other thin film deposition techniques. These include very precise
control of the crystal structure and stoichiometry, thickness and morphology of the
deposited layer, high adhesion between the layer and substrate, and the large variety
of materials which can be produced with the method. In the PLD process, short
laser pulses with high intensity are used to evaporate and ablate the target material
in a vacuum chamber to form a thin film on the desired substrate platform.
4.2.1 History of PLD
The history of PLD dates back to the 1960s when, after the development of new
types of lasers, e.g. CO2 and Nd:Glass, research on the possibility to use laser
sources as a method to deposit films in new platforms also started to increase.
During the 1970s, the biggest breakthrough in developing the PLD process further
was the invention of an electronic Q-switch, which enabled the generation of very
short laser pulses. Moreover, the development of a high-efficiency secondharmonic generator made it possible to deliver laser pulses with shorter
wavelengths. With these two new developments, the film quality produced by PLD
improved and the material range used was expanded [56].
However, it was not until 1987 that a major breakthrough with pulsed laser
deposition was made. The work by Venkatesan et al. [57] showed the pulsed laser
deposition of high-temperature superconducting Y-Ba-Cu-O thin films. This
immediately brought interest in PLD to a new level, since so far, all the other
methods to produce high Tc superconductive materials had more or less failed [58].
After this new publicity, the amount applications where PLD was used started to
grow. In the early 1990s, PLD was used to study ferroelectric perovskite thin films
[59], diamond-like carbon thin films [60], and heteroepitaxial oxide layers on
semiconductors [61].
The new millennium has also brought very fast developments with regard to
PLD, both in the systems and in the materials to be developed. Nowadays, the
material range involving various applications where PLD has been used is huge. In
contrast to the highly dense, ordered thin films that were studied during the 90s, the
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latest trends in PLD include the development of highly porous materials in, for
example, gas-sensing [62] and catalytic applications [63]. Also, experiments where
individual nanoparticles have been produced by PLD in the liquid phase have been
carried out [64]. The PLD systems themselves have also gone through large
developments. The lasers used in the process have developed to a large extent.
Traditionally, PLD has been used with laser working with a pulse length in the
nanosecond range, but nowadays more and more systems are using lasers with very
short pulse lengths, i.e. in the picosecond and femtosecond range. Also, a major
goal exists to develop the PLD process to make it suitable for depositing materials
for mass production. The development of laser power to higher values, as well as
new schemes in PLD systems for the uniform deposition of large areas, e.g. eightinch wafers, are necessary to achieve these goals [58].
4.2.2 Basic principles of PLD
A schematic figure of a typical PLD system is shown in Fig. 6. The laser pulse is
focused by the optics through a quartz glass inside the vacuum chamber near the
surface of the target. To ensure uniform etching and consumption of the target, it is
often rotated and a scanning routine is used for the laser beam over the target
surface during the deposition process [65]. This will, for example, prevent the
formation of unwanted laser cone formation on the target surface and minimise the
particulate generation [66]. When the laser pulses hit the rotating target, a thin layer
of plasma is formed on the target surface, which then starts to expand adiabatically
in the vacuum chamber towards the substrate.
Properties of, e.g. crystal structure and morphology can be adjusted by several
different process parameters; for example, substrate temperature and the gas partial
pressure in the vacuum chamber during the deposition. When oxide materials are
deposited by PLD, two different processes can be used. In the ex-situ process, the
substrate used in deposition is kept at room temperature, and the resulting film is
usually in an amorphous form after the deposition. Subsequent post-annealing heat
treatment – e.g. in a furnace with controlled temperature profile and gas atmosphere
– can be used to modify the film properties to the desired form. During the in situ
process, the substrate is heated already during the deposition process itself, and this
causes the thin film to grow directly into crystalline form during the deposition.
Other parameters used to adjust the growth process and the properties of the films
are background gas partial pressure in the vacuum chamber during the deposition,
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laser pulse energy density on the target surface, target to substrate distance, target
density, and various substrate properties.
4.2.3 Thin film growth process in PLD
A typical PLD process includes three stages; 1) the interaction with laser pulses and
target material in the vacuum chamber, 2) the formation and expansion of plasma
plume from the target surface towards the substrate, and 3) the growth of the thin
film onto the desired substrate.

Fig. 6. A schematic drawing of the PLD system [67].

The basic mechanism between the interaction of laser pulse and target lies in the
photoexcitation of electrons, where electron transitions to conduction band and
even to vacuum level from both valence band and defect states are possible. This
will lead to the formation of electron-hole pairs, excitons, and dangling bonds.
When the relaxation of these excitations leads to the metastable state in the target
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surface layer distorted by a large quantity of defects, a number of loosely bound
atoms are present in the layer. If the excitation process is strong enough to cause
direct formation of vacancies, followed by emitted ions, atoms, and molecules, the
actual ablation process will start. To get the ablation process started, as described
above, the material-dependent laser-beam fluence has to be above a certain
threshold. This parameter is mostly dependent on two factors, namely on the
incoming laser fluence, i.e. laser energy per area on the target surface, and on the
optical absorption coefficient of the target material [68].
When depositing semiconducting materials by PLD, the adiabatic heating
model is mainly used to describe the behaviour of the target surface temperature,
and the condition for the ablation process can be written as,
2(

)

/

<

,

(22)

is the thermal diffusivity, is the absorption coefficient of the target, and
where
is the laser pulse length. According to the model, the temperature increase inside
the target material is due to direct heating by the laser light, and thus the energy of
the laser is mostly adsorbed by the thin surface layer of the target. A thin plasma
layer is formed on the target surface as a result of the interaction between the laser
beam and the target surface, and with the ablated and evaporated species. This
plasma layer, about 100 µm in thickness, has a huge pressure gradient
perpendicular to the target surface, causing the adiabatic expansion of the plasma
plume to be the strongest to this direction. The emitted species form a thin Knudsen
layer that finally reaches a thermal equilibrium through collisions, and the mean
velocity of the species is perpendicularly pointed out from the target surface. The
velocity distribution of the species obeys the Maxwellian distribution: this,
however, should not necessarily be expected in the case of photoexcitated particles.
When the thermal equilibrium is reached at the outer region of the Knudsen layer,
and a negative velocity component is developed, the high temperature of the plasma
transforms into kinetic energy. The flow velocity of the plasma always obeys the
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. The negative velocity component of the
plasma will also cause some of the species to repel back and re-condense on the
target surface. The plasma also expands in the plane of target, but since the pressure
gradient in this direction is almost negligible in comparison to the perpendicular
direction, it has only a small impact on the PLD process. Actually, this will lead to
non-uniformity of the film thickness on the substrate, following the cosine-power
law [68].
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The film growth on the substrate starts immediately as the plasma plume
reaches the substrate surface. The growth during PLD follows the three well-known
modes for thin films growth, namely Volmer-Weber, Frank-van-der-Merwe, and
Stranski-Krastanov models. The deposition parameters of PLD such as laser beam
energy fluence I, substrate temperature Ts , and gas atmosphere and partial pressure
p can be used to adjust the growth mode during the deposition. In Volmer-Weber
mode, the thin films tend to grow on three-dimensional clusters or islands on top
of the substrate, which is result of the situation where film atoms are more tightly
bound to each other than onto the substrate. Stronger binding between the substrate
and thin film atoms compared to binding between the atoms themselves is the basis
for the growth mode of Frank-van-der-Merwe. In this particular mode, the growth
of the film takes place layer-by-layer, where every layer of thin film is completed
before the growth of the next layer initiates. This type of growth typically leads to
epitaxial films with high structural integrity and purity. Stranski-Krastanov growth
mode is a mixture of the two previously described modes. After the growth of the
two-dimensional thin film layer, the three-dimensional island growth then starts to
take place [69]. However, the models mentioned previously do not apply to
nanoparticle growth.
4.2.4 From compact thin films to porous nanostructures by PLD
As was already stated in the previous chapter, the growth mode of the thin film
deposited by PLD can be controlled by various process parameters. Especially, the
background gas partial pressure p and substrate temperature Ts during the
deposition will cause changes to the film growth mode and thus to microstructure.
Typically, when thin and compact high-quality thin films are deposited by PLD, the
substrate is at elevated temperatures and the background gas pressure is low. When
films are deposited with higher gas partial pressures in the deposition chamber, the
plume behaviour is characterised by strong interpenetration of the laser plasma and
ambient low density gas, where a contact boundary is formed between plasma and
a shock wave in the gas. This will cause species in the plasma to collide, increasing
the flight time of the species, subsequently decreasing the kinetic energy of the
plasma plume. This will lead to formation of nanoparticles in the plume before
reaching the substrate [70,71]. If the substrate temperature is kept at RT,
nanoparticles and agglomerates of nanoparticles of different shapes are deposited
onto the substrate. These kinds of nanoparticle layers exhibit a high functional
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specific surface area, which can be utilised as, e.g. in gas-sensing and catalytic
applications.
In Fig. 7, an experimental growth rate data of a ZnO modified SnO2 target
measured by quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) sensor at RT as a function of O2
partial pressure used during the PLD deposition process is shown [67]. Three
different laser fluence values were used in the measurements. Also, three different
regions can be deduced from the graph. At lower partial pressures below 0.01 mbar,
the grown material is in compact thin-film form. When the oxygen partial pressure
is increasing up to 0.1 mbar, the growth rate (Å/s) is decreased rapidly, showing the
change in the deposited structure to more porous nanoparticle layers, and is seen as
a drop of the deposited mass of the material measured by QCM. Finally, at very
high partial pressures, above 0.1 mbar, a new area in the growth rate value is seen,
showing the effect caused by very large agglomerates landing from the plume to
the substrate.

Fig. 7. An experimental QCM growth rate data of PLD processed ZnO modified SnO2
ceramic target [67].
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5

Vanadium oxides

5.1

Background of vanadium oxides

Vanadium oxides belong to the material group of semiconducting metal oxides.
During the last decades they have gained growing interest, due to their varying
material properties in accordance with the oxidation state. Vanadium oxide
compound can have oxidation states consisting of ions with valences between V2+
and V5+, the most famous compounds being vanadium pentoxide V2O5, and
vanadium dioxide, VO2. These various compounds have shown their capabilities to
be used in different types of practical applications. Vanadium dioxide has an
interesting metal-insulator-transition (MIT) effect where it changes its phase
structure from low-temperature insulating state to high-temperature metallic state
at around 68 °C [72]. This property can be used, in e.g. electrical and optical
switches [73,74]. The vanadium pentoxide, V2O5, on the other hand, is a very wellknown material in catalytic applications [75].
As a material group, vanadium oxides are very interesting, because of their
capability to have so many vanadium-oxygen compounds, which are related
straight to their oxidation states. Vanadium oxides can form four single valence
oxides from V2+ and V5+, in the form of VO, V2O3, VO2, and V2O5. However, also
vanadium-oxygen phases which consist of mixed oxidation states are possible. In
practice, these will be formed by introducing oxygen vacancies into the previously
mentioned higher oxides, and when the amount vacancy defects is high enough, the
oxygen vacancies are associated along the lattice planes, and so-called
crystallographic shear planes are formed in order to eliminate the effects of
vacancies altogether [76]. This basically means a change in the crystal structure of
the compound to mixed oxide stoichiometry, such as the Magnéli phases with
VnO2n-1, or the Wadsley phases with V2nO5n-2 [77,78]. Also, vanadium oxides with
more open framework structure, e.g. V7O16, are being studied intensively [79]. The
often seen mixed valence oxides consisting of, e.g. both V4+ and V5+ ions can have
a high impact on the material properties, thereby providing the possibility to tailor
the vanadium oxide composition in a manner suitable for various application areas.
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5.2

Structural and electrical properties of V2O5 and V7O16

Vanadium pentoxide exists in orthorhombic crystal structure with Pmmn symmetry
formed of VO6 octahedra structures linked from the edges of the unit cell by
chained oxygen atoms and from the corners of the unit cell by bridging oxygen
atoms, as shown in Fig. 8 a). It is clearly seen that the structure has a quite open
framework and that crystal structure changes by addition of oxygen vacancies
should be favourable. Practical applications where V2O5 has been utilised are
mostly related to catalysis. Traditionally the material has been used in fabrication
of nitric acid by oxidising SO2 to SO3 [80]. Also, V2O5 has been quite extensively
used as catalytic material in Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) –process, where
the NOx emission from diesel exhaust gases are transformed to pure nitrogen and
water [81]. High interest has also been shown to the possibility to use V2O5 as an
electrode material in Li+-ion batteries [82], and as an additional layer in solar cells
[83].
Triclinic V7O16 is a relatively new vanadium oxide phase [84], traditionally
described as the building block of the wall structure of vanadium oxide nanotubes
(VONT) [85]. The phase is formed in P-1 symmetry with two weakly bonded
sheets of VO5 square pyramids combined via VO4 tetrahedra around vanadium (V5)
atom, as shown in Fig. 8 b). Also, here it can be easily concluded that the open
framework crystal structure can be quite easily modified by changing the oxygen
vacancy concentration. From practical applications point of view, vanadium oxide
nanotubes have been studied mostly as a material for Li+ -ion batteries [86], and as
gas sensing material [87].
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Fig. 8. Crystal models of a) orthorhombic V2O5, and b) triclinic V7O16 phases. The red
atoms represent vanadium atoms, and the blue represent oxygen atoms [III].

Generally, V2O5 phase is considered to be a n-type semiconductor [88,89]. It has
been widely accepted that the electric conductivity of the V2O5 phase is based on
existence oxygen vacancies, mainly due to lower valence V4+ ions, in the films
structure, and to the consequent hopping conduction mechanism [90]. The oxygen
vacancies are compensated by excess electrons located on vanadium sites, thus
reducing V5+ ions to V4+. In this way, the unpaired electron is localized on two
vanadium sites associated with an oxygen vacancy. The electronic conductivity
takes place by hopping mechanism of electrons from lower valence states to a
higher state [91].
When the amount of V4+ ions and related oxygen vacancies is above a certain
limit, it can cause distortion to the preliminary orthorhombic V2O5 crystal structure,
finally resulting in different symmetry. Triclinic V7O16 is one example of this type
of mixed-valence crystal structure. As was already mentioned, V7O16 has been
usually described as the building block for the wall structure of vanadium oxide
nanotubes, (VONT). It has been shown in the literature, that the electrical
conduction of the VONTs has a p-type semiconducting character under certain
conditions [87,92]. Also, vanadium oxide thin films and semiconducting glasses
with a mixed valence state consisting of V5+ and V4+ ions have been shown to be
p-type semiconductors [93]. When the number of oxygen vacancies increases
considerably, the number of V4+ ions also increases, and a new phenomenon in the
form of polarons appears around V4+ ions. These polarons are found to serve as
centres for p-type hopping conductivity [92]. According to XPS studies in the
literature [94], VONTs consist of 46% of V4+ ions in the crystal structure, leading
to mixed valence material having both n- and p-type electrical conduction
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mechanisms. Dominating conduction mechanism is then basically determined by
the ambient temperature and atmosphere, or mainly the presence of oxygen or not.
In [92], the conduction mechanisms were also found to be thermally activated, and
the Seebeck coefficient for thermoelectric power was measured indicating a p-type
conduction mechanism for vanadium oxide nanotubes. Vanadium oxide nanotubes
have also been shown to switch dominating conduction mechanism from the p-type
to the n-type at 280 °C, as recently shown in [87]. These results give reason to
believe that by introducing enough oxygen vacancies, i.e. V4+ ions, to V2O5
structure, the electrical conduction mechanism is switched from the n-type to the
p-type in the material as the crystal structures is transformed to V7O16. However, it
should be also noted that the pure VO2 structure, consisting solely of V4+ ions, is
mainly an n-type conductor in its semiconducting phase [95]. Thus, it can be
concluded that in order to have a p-type electrical conduction mechanism in the
mixed valence structure of vanadium oxide, the quantity of V4+ and V5+ ions must
be mixed to a specific level. This is most probably the reason why VONTs
consisting of V7O16, which have an oxygen – vanadium ratio of O/V ~2.29, have
been shown to have a p-type conduction mechanism.
5.3

Vanadium oxides as gas-sensing material

Because of their well-known history in the field of catalysis, vanadium oxides
should also be very suitable for gas-sensing applications. However, for some reason,
the number studies performed of the chemical sensing properties of vanadium
oxide is still quite limited. The most studied material is V2O5, which has shown
promising results in detection of, e.g ammonia [96] and ethanol [97]. Also,
hydrogen gas sensors based on the MIT transition of VO2 have been studied [98].
Vanadium oxide nanotubes (VONT) have been studied as a possible sensing
material for, e.g ethanol [87,99].
In many of the studies published, the main issue related to vanadium oxides as
gas-sensing material has been the stability of the sensing layers. This is most
probably due to oxygen vacancies in the material, which always create some
vanadium-oxygen unstoichiometry to the structure. At high temperatures, this
property may cause some drift to the electrical signal, because if the vanadium
oxide structure contains also lower valence state phases, instead of only pure V2O5,
these lower oxygen state phases tend to oxidise to V2O5, when exposed to higher
temperatures. However, it has been shown that these types of mixed phase
structures have also higher sensitivity to gases than the materials with a pure phase
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composition of only V2O5, for example [100]. The oxygen vacancies can also affect
the gas-sensing capabilities in a positive way, by creating new adsorption sites for
the gas molecules. In Fig. 9, a proposed model is presented, where an ammonia gas
molecule is adsorbed in an oxygen vacancy present in the V2O5 lattice.
Recently, in the gas sensing field, metal oxide materials with a very open
crystal structure, e.g. hexagonal tungsten oxide WO3, have gained a lot of attention
because of their excellent gas-sensing capabilities [101, 102]. Many vanadium
oxide phases, e.g. V2O5, are basic examples of this type of layered crystal structures.
These very open framework structures are especially interesting because of their
easy accommodation of metal-oxygen unstoichiometry, and also the high specific
surface caused by the channels in the layered crystal structures, which provide more
adsorption sites for the gas molecules.
5.4

Examples of chemical reactions between V2O5 and gases

The proposed gas-sensing mechanism of V2O5 for reducing ammonia gas NH3 is
presented in a reaction
2

+3

→

+3

+3

,

where the electrons are bonded with the adsorbed oxygen and transferred to V2O5
[103]. This release of additional electrons to the conduction band is seen as a drop
of resistance. On the other hand, the reductive reaction between the V2O5 structure
and carbon monoxide CO gas can be described with reaction
+

→

+

,

where CO is oxidised to CO2 on the sensing layer surface donating extra electrons
to the conduction band [104]. This same type of gas reaction is also feasible for
reducing nitrogen oxide gas NO. An oxidising reaction between NO gas and
material surface is also possible, where decomposition of the gas on the sensing
layer surface takes place, and after several intermediate steps, causing the formation
of nitrogen and oxygen [105,106]. The adsorbed oxygen will then take electrons
from the sensing layer surface, resulting in an increase in resistance. For the
oxidising reaction of NO2 gas, the following reaction can take place:
+

→

,

where the NO2 gas will trap electrons from the conduction band and cause an
increase in the resistance of n-type sensing layer V2O5 [106,107]. Also, a reductive
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Fig. 9. Structural model of oxygen vacancy in the V2O5 lattice with attached NH3
molecule.

reaction is possible between NO2 gas and the vanadium pentoxide surface. For
example, the following reaction may take place:
+

→

+

+

,

where the NO2 reacts together with the adsorbed oxygen ions on the sensing layer
surface, and the amount of electrons in the conduction band of the metal oxide is
increased [106,107]. It is seen that the mechanisms to sense NO gas represent a
quite complicated issue. The NO gas bottles usually also contain some amount of
NO2 gas, which is an oxidising gas. This will cause a competition between the
reducing gas response of NO and the oxidising gas response of NO2. In addition to
sensing layer atomic-scale properties, the detection mechanism related to NO and
NO2 is highly dependent on the surrounding conditions, causing the observed gas
response to change between reducing and oxidising as a function of measurement
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temperature and gas concentration. These facts make the measurements of NOx gas
species quite complex.
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6

Experimental

6.1

Thin film deposition and heat treatments

XeCl-excimer laser (Lambda Physics COMPex 201) with a wavelength of 308 nm
and pulse duration of 25 ns was used to deposit the vanadium oxide thin films from
a rotating ceramic V2O5 target with a density of 2.98 g/cm3. The pulse repetition
rate was f = 5 or 10 Hz and the laser fluence varied between I = 1.3 and 2.6 J/cm2.
The angle of incidence of the laser beam to the V2O5 target surface was 45° and the
substrate (c-plane sapphire, oxidised silicon, or a commercial microheater platform)
was placed parallel to the target surface at a distance of 75 mm. The depositions
were carried out in situ at two different temperatures of 400 °C and 500 °C, or at
RT. The O2 partial pressure of oxygen in the chamber during the deposition was
varied in the range between 1 × 10-2 and 4 ×10-1 mbar. Some of the thin films were
also post-annealed in a furnace at 400 °C for 1h period at ambient air atmosphere
with a 5 °C/min temperature ramping during the heating and cooling of the sample.
The thin film thicknesses were determined to be in the range between t = 30 nm
and 350 nm with surface profilometer (Veeco Dektak) .
6.2

Crystal structure characterisation

The crystal structure and symmetry were determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
and Raman spectroscopy methods, respectively.
6.2.1 X-ray diffraction
Crystal structures of the samples were studied using XRD (Philips MW1380 and
Bruker Discover D8) method using CuKα radiation with a wavelength of λ = 1.54
Å. With the Bruker D8 device, Grazing Incidence Diffraction (GID) was also used
in the measurements, where the incident angle of the radiation was kept very small,
and only the detector was running during the measurement. The Rietveld
refinement method (TOPAS software by Bruker) was used to study the thin-films
phase composition in more detail.
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6.2.2 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy utilising the Horiba Jobin-Yvon Labram-HR 800
spectroscope and Argon-ion laser with a wavelength of 488 nm was used to study
the crystal symmetry of the thin films. The integration time was varied between
10–20 s, and the measurement range was 50–1200 cm-1.
6.3

Thin film microstructure characterisation

The morphology of the thin films was studied by using atomic force microscopy
(AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM).
6.3.1 Atomic force microscopy
Surface morphology and potential of the thin films were studied using atomic force
microscopy (Veeco Dimension 3100). For the surface potential measurements, a
Pt-coated AFM needle was utilised.
6.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy
To study the thin-film surface morphology and the film cross-section
microstructure, the field emission-scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) of the
Helios Dual-Beam FIB/FESEM device was utilised. Also, the FESEM of Zeiss
Sigma was used in the SEM studies.
6.3.3 Transmission electron microscopy
The cross-sections of the thin films were also studied by transmission electron
microscopy (Tecnai Spirit G2) operated at acceleration field of 120 kV and
equipped with Quemesa CCD camera in order to get more detailed info about the
film structures.
6.4

Surface energy state studies

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and near-edge X-ray absorption fine
structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) were used to study the surface valence states of
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the thin films in order to get information regarding the quantity of oxygen vacancies
on the film surfaces that strongly affect the gas-sensing properties of the thin films.
6.4.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Thermo Fisher Scientific ESCALAB 250Xi)
device was used to study the valence state of the thin films with various phase
compositions. The measurements were performed from vanadium 2p and oxygen
1s orbitals of the energy range from 510 eV to 540 eV. The convolution by Voigt
functions to quantify the valence state of the thin films was calculated from the
V2p3/2 orbital around 515-518 eV. Careful consideration was given to the
convolution, so that the binding energy difference from V2p3/2 to V2p1/2 peaks of
vanadium was kept close to 7.4 eV, and that the ratio of the intensities of these two
peaks were close to 2. Also, the fittings were done to the whole spectrum with the
O 1s peak included in the calculations. These restrictions have been considered
crucial when performing the convolution process to vanadium oxide structures
[108]. The smart background function of the Avantage software was used to take
the background of the XPS spectrum into account.
6.4.2 Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy
The NEXAFS measurements were carried out at the X-ray photoemission electron
microscopy (PEEM) end-station at beamline I311 in MAX-IV laboratory in Lund,
Sweden. The measurements were performed with incident beam energy Eph tuned
from 508 eV to 555 eV with a step of 0.2 eV, crossing the OK edge and VL3,2
edges. Also, quantitative calculations from OK-edge were performed by DoniachSunjic functions to curves of thin films with different phase compositions at
varying measurement temperatures.
6.5

Spectrophotometry

Optical transmission spectra in wavelength range from 250 nm to 2250 nm were
measured using a spectrophotometer (Varian Cay 5000) with unpolarised light.
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6.6

Electrical and gas-sensing characterisation

Gas-sensing and electrical characterisation were performed both at the
Microelectronics and Materials Physics Laboratories of the University of Oulu,
Finland, and within the Division of Applied Sensor Science at Linköping
University, Sweden. Top electrodes of platinum (Pt) with thin titanium (Ti)
adhesion layers were deposited on top of the thin films on oxidised silicon and cplane sapphire substrates. Commercial microheater platforms were also used as
gas-sensing platforms in the measurements performed at University of Oulu.
At University of Oulu, the measurements of electrical resistance as a function
of temperature were performed using a sourcemeter (Keithley 2636A) connected
to a temperature-controlled probe station chamber (Linkam THMSE600). The
probes were connected to the top electrodes on the sensing layers. The same probe
station was also used in the gas-sensing measurements, where a multimeter
(Agilent 3458A) was used to measure the electrical resistance. A gas blender
(Signal Series 850) or flow controllers (MKS 1179) were used to introduce the
desired gas composition to the 100-ml-size gas measurement chamber. In the case
of sensing layers on commercial microheater platforms, the heating of the sensing
layer was performed with the integrated heater electrodes of the sensor, and the
heating power was applied from Hewlett-Packard power source.
For the measurements carried out at Linköping University, the vanadium oxide
sensing layers on oxidised silicon with the Ti/Pt top electrodes were first glued on
alumina platforms with platinum thick-film heaters and Pt-100 temperature sensors.
Then wire bonding was used to make electrical connections to the TO-16 gas sensor
platform. Flow controllers (Bronckhorst) were used to control the gas composition
injected into a 1 cm3-sized gas measurement chamber, and the electrical resistance
measurements were performed by a sourcemeter (Keithley 2636A).
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7

Results and discussion

7.1

Crystal structure of the thin films

The crystal structure of the thin films was determined by X-ray diffraction and
Raman spectroscopy methods. The results showed that the films deposited on cplane sapphire and oxidised silicon substrates in situ at elevated temperatures in the
PLD process were composed either of pure orthorhombic V2O5 phase, or of a
mixture of V2O5 and triclinc V7O16 phases in the same films. Previously, the
triclinic V7O16 phase has only been identified as the building block of the wall
structure of vanadium oxide nanotubes with organic additives. On the other hand,
the films deposited on oxidised silicon substrates and on commercial gas sensor
platforms at RT, and finally post-annealed at 400 °C for 1h, were all composed of
the pure orthorhombic V2O5 phase.
7.1.1 Crystal symmetry measured by Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed to study the crystal symmetry
of the thin films. In Fig. 10, the Raman spectra measured from vanadium oxide
layers on top of the c-sapphire substrates are presented [I,III]. All the films had two
co-existing phases. The films deposited with PLD parameters I = 1.3 J/cm2, T =
400 °C, p(O2) = 1.5×10-2 mbar, and post-annealed at at 400 °C for 1h, shown in
bottom curve, were composed of almost pure V2O5 phase [109]. The film thickness
was determined to be t = 160 nm. Films deposited with parameters I = 2.6 J/cm2, T
= 400 °C and p(O2) = 1.5×10-2 mbar, showed almost equal co-existence of V2O5
phase and another phase, shown in the middle curve in Fig. 10. The film thickness
was t = 350 nm. The other phase, identified by Raman modes at wavenumbers 167,
847, 882, 940 and 1034 cm-1, labelled by black circles in the top curve in Fig. 10,
was identified to be the same structure typically seen in vanadium oxide nanotubes
(VONT) [110,111]. Films deposited with PLD-parameters I = 2.6 J/cm2, T = 500 °C
and p(O2) = 1.5×10-2 mbar, and with a thickness of 300 nm, were almost solely
composed of the phase of vanadium oxide nanotubes, as is shown by the top curve
in Fig. 10. As was stated previously, the vanadium oxide phase forming the walls
of the nanotubes has been defined as a triclinic V7O16 structure in multilayers
separated by organic amine layers. Identical Raman spectra were found in this work
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in pure inorganic solid-state metal oxide films studied, where pure inorganic solidstate phase of V7O16 was identified for the first time.
Also, the vanadium oxide thin films deposited on oxidised silicon substrates
within same PLD parameter range as the thin films on c-plane sapphire were also
determined to be composed of either a pure V2O5 phase or a mixture of the V2O5
and V7O16 phases [II,IV]. However, these thin films were purposely made thinner,
thickness being in the range from t = 30 nm to 200 nm. On the other hand, the
vanadium oxide layers on oxidised silicon substrates and on commercial
microheater platforms deposited at room temperature with laser fluences of I = 1.75
and 1.25 J/cm2, respectively, were all determined to be composed of the pure
orthorhombic V2O5 phase [V, VI]. With these samples, various oxygen partial
pressures ranging from p(O2) = 0.04 mbar to 0.4 mbar and post-annealing process
in a furnace at 400 °C for 1h were used. The thicknesses of these layers were in the
range between 60–200 nm.

Fig. 10. Raman spectra of the various vanadium oxide thin films deposited on csapphire substrates. The black circles represent Raman modes typical to VONTstructure formed of layers of V7O16 [III]. (Reprinted with the kind permission of Elsevier
B.V.)
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7.1.2 Crystal structures determined from the XRD data
The crystal structures of the deposited thin films were studied by X-ray diffraction
method, both with conventional θ-2θ configuration and by Grazing Incidence
Diffraction (GID). It was found that the GID method was providing much more
information about the crystal structures of the thin films, and hence it was the
method mostly used in the XRD measurements. Also, Rietveld refinement by using
Bruker Topas software was performed to the vanadium oxide layers in order to
identify the various crystal structures in the films.
The grazing incidence diffraction (GID) patterns, Rietveld refinement fittings,
and the fitting residuals of three different types of vanadium oxide thin films on csapphire substrates are presented in Fig. 11 [III]. The GID data was fitted to
orthorhombic Pmmn symmetry in the case V2O5 [112], and triclinic P-1 symmetry
in the case of V7O16 [84]. It is clearly observed from Fig. 11, that Rietveld
refinement calculated curve fitted all the measured XRD peaks, and related
reflections from (003)T….(2,-1,2)T planes to triclinic V7O16 structure, and
(200)O….(011)O planes to orthorhombic V2O5 structure. Fitting results clearly
showed the existence of both orthorhombic V2O5 and triclinic V7O16 phases in all
the thin films. However, the dominance between the two phases varied in
compositions of the various films. In Fig. 11 a), the data of the film with a
dominating V2O5 phase mixed with a minor V7O16 phase is presented. Fig. 11 b)
presents fitted data of the film with approximately equal quantities of the two
phases in the film composition. The data of the film with a dominating V7O16 phase
with a minor V2O5 phase is shown in Fig. 11 c). In Table 1, the main Rietveld
refinement fitting parameters of one of the three vanadium oxide thin-film
structures are presented together with reference parameters gained from the
literature. The fittings were made within a fitting accuracy with RWP = 5.47% and
χ2 = 1.24 in Fig. 11 a), RWP = 10.68% and χ2 = 2.21 in Fig. 11 b), and RWP =
11.58% and χ2 = 1.22 in Fig. 11 c). The RWP is a weighted parameter measuring
the relation of the observed and calculated intensities of the measurement. By
definition, the closer to zero the RWP value is, the better the fit. The relatively high
RWP value in this measurement is a result of quite strong background noise.
Another parameter used to measure the reliability of the Rietveld refinement
calculation is goodness-of-fit, function χ2. The value should be as close to 1 as
possible [113]. The χ2 function measures the relation of the gained RWP value from
the fitting to the best estimated, not weighted, R-value from the measurement data.
The correlation factor R also measures the relation of the observed and calculated
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intensities of the measurement, but without any weighing of intensity over
background involved in the calculation.

Fig. 11. The measured GID XRD data with calculated Rietveld refinement results of the
vanadium oxide thin films: a) film with a dominating orthorhombic V2O5 phase, b) film
with an equal mixture of the orthorhombic V2O5 phase and triclinic V7O16 phase, and c)
a film with a dominating triclinic V7O16 phase [III]. (Reprinted with the kind permission
of Elsevier B.V.)
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The Rietveld refinement results obtained are in very good agreement with the
experimental data in the two thin-film structures presented in Figs. 11 a) and b).
The measured XRD curves have high intensities, and thus the fitting could also be
done accurately. However, the peaks in the measured XRD result presented in Fig.
11 c) have relatively low intensities; moreover, the background noise is higher than
the results indicate in Figs. 11 a) and b). These facts make the Rietveld refinement
calculations more challenging for the thin film with the majority V7O16 phase, and
thus the residual values of the fitting are also much higher. However, the lattice
model of triclinic V7O16 fitted well to the measured XRD result, as can be seen
from the main peaks in the curve, e.g. 2θ ≈ 24.9°. It should also be noted that other
common vanadium oxide phase structures were studied within the context of the
XRD and Raman data analysis, e.g., VO2, V6O13, V2O3, and V4O9. However, these
other phases did not fit with the measurement results obtained in taking both the
Raman and Rietveld refinement results into account. Thus, as a conclusion, it can
be stated that the results presented here point very strongly to the co-existence of
both V2O5 and V7O16 phases in the thin-film structures. Finally, when fitted unit
cell lattice constants are compared to values of bulk materials values found in the
literature, as shown in Table 1, it is observed that lattice constants are typically
shorter for the nanostructured films. This is most likely due to substrate interface
or deposition process-generated compressive residual stress in the films.
Table 1. The main Rietveld refinement fitting parameters of one of the vanadium oxide
thin films with reference parameters from the literature [III]. (Reprinted with minor
modifications with the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)
RWP (%) = 5.47, χ2 = 1.24

V7O16

V2O5

V7O16 [84]

V2O5 [112]

P-1

Pmmn

P-1

Pmmn

712.3

178.9

721.5

179.2

a (Å)

6.06

11.48

6.16

11.51

b (Å)

6.12

3.56

6.17

3.56

c (Å)

19.36

4.38

19.11

4.37

alpha (°)

96.39

90

96.14

90

beta (°)

92.87

90

92.82

90

gamma (°)

89.48

90

90.07

90

Spacegroup
Cell Volume (Å3)
Lattice parameters:

Typically, Rietveld refinement is also used to quantify the volume concentrations
of various phases in, e.g. ceramic powders. However, with thin films, where there
are many different properties having an effect on the X-ray diffraction measurement
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result – for example, strains between the substrate and thin film and orientation
effects of the thin film – it is often more difficult and inaccurate to quantitatively
calculate the phase composition of the film. The software used to quantitatively
study the composition of a material by the Rietveld method utilises every possible
reflection of the crystal structures studied. This was also the case in this particular
study, where Topas software was used. In this refinement, every reflection of
orthorhombic V2O5 and triclinic V7O16 was used in the quantitative phase
composition calculation. Obviously, the triclinic vanadium oxide phase has a much
larger number of reflections in the 2θ-angle region studied than the orthorhombic
phase. This can lead to a situation where the amount of the V7O16 phase is overestimated in the quantitative analysis. However, this problem was minimised by
ensuring that only the (hkl) reflections found in the measured XRD data were
included in the Rietveld calculations for each detected phase, and the effect of noise
was carefully minimised, as in the data presented in Fig. 11 c. After such
quantitative Rietveld calculations, the results substantially concur with the Raman
measurement data presented previously. For the major V2O5 film, the quantitative
result was 67% of V2O5 phase and 33% of V7O16, for the more equal mixture of the
two phases according to Raman measurements, the result was 45% of V2O5 phase
and 55% of V7O16, and for the film with major V7O16 phase 15% of V2O5 phase
and 85% of V7O16.
The X-ray diffraction GID measurement results of the thin films deposited on
oxidised silicon substrates, deposited in situ at elevated temperatures in the PLD
chamber, also showed two different types of phase compositions in their crystal
structures. The films were either composed of pure V2O5 phase or a mixture of
V2O5 and V7O16 phase [II,IV]. On the other hand, the vanadium oxide layers on
oxidised silicon substrates deposited at room temperature at various oxygen partial
pressures ranging from p(O2) = 0.04 mbar to 0.4 mbar and post-annealed in furnace
400 °C for 1h, were all determined to be composed of the pure orthorhombic V2O5
phase [V]. Similar types of layers were also deposited on the commercial
microheater gas sensor platforms [VI]. In Fig. 12, the GID measurement data of the
layers deposited at RT at various O2 partial pressure conditions are presented.
According to the International Centre of Diffraction Data (ICDD) PDF-2 database
PDF card No. 41-1426, all the peaks in the curves can be assigned to reflections of
orthorhombic V2O5 with Pmmn symmetry. The crystal orientations of the structures
are dependent on the deposition parameters. Clearly, when the O2 partial pressure
was higher during the deposition, with p(O2) = 0.2 or 0.4 mbar, V2O5 layers formed
quite randomly oriented, most probably polycrystalline structures, with strongest
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reflection to (110) orientation. When lower partial pressures of p(O2) = 0.04 mbar
and 0.1 mbar were used, the layers were more oriented to the (001) direction.

Fig. 12. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction data of the RT deposited vanadium oxide
layers [V]. (Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media B.V.)

As a conclusion from the XRD and Raman studies, it can be stated that the substrate
used does not have too much effect on the phase composition of the vanadium oxide
thin films and layers. Use of various substrates had a higher impact on the main
orientations of the layers than on the existence of actual vanadium oxide phases in
the film structure. However, there are some critical PLD parameters which clearly
have an effect to the phase composition of the thin films. First of all, it is seen, that
the post-annealing process at 400 °C for 1h in a furnace seems to result to a pure
V2O5 or at least almost pure V2O5 structure [I,II,V,VI]. Also, use of high O2 partial
pressures during the PLD deposition process results in a pure V2O5 phase film
[II,IV,V,VI]. On the other hand, the main parameters for producing the films with
mixed phases of V2O5 and V7O16 are the relatively high in situ temperature above
400 °C, relatively small oxygen partial pressures between p(O2) = 1×10-2 and 2
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×10-2 mbar, and high laser fluence value, e.g. I = 2.6 J/cm2 [I-IV]. The results
presented clearly show how the PLD process can be used to fine-tune the phase
composition of vanadium oxide thin films between the V2O5 and V7O16 phases.
7.2

Microstructure of the thin films

The microstructures of the thin films were studied by atomic force microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy. Variation
from dense thin films to more porous nanostructured layers was identified between
the various thin films deposited with different parameters on various substrates.
The microstructures of the films deposited in situ at elevated temperatures on csapphire and oxidised silicon substrates showed differences in their morphologies,
depending on the substrate used. On the other hand, the layers deposited on
oxidised silicon substrates and on commercial gas sensor platforms at RT with postannealing process at 400 °C for 1h, had similar microstructures on both platforms.
7.2.1 Thin films on sapphire
Scanning electron microscopy top and cross-section micrographs of two different
types of vanadium oxide thin films deposited on c-plane sapphire are presented in
Fig. 13 [I]. It is very clear from the graphs, that the film with mixed V2O5 and V7O16
phases is relatively porous, shown by black holes in the cross-section figure. The
film shown in Fig. 13 b), on the other hand, had a very dense and smooth structure
of dominating V7O16 phase. Particulate droplets sometimes generated in PLD
process are also seen as bright white spots in right hand surface SEM micrograph
in Fig. 13 b).

Fig. 13. SEM top and cross-section micrographs on c-sapphire substrates of a) thin film
with mixed V2O5 and V7O16 phases, b) film with dominating V7O16 phase [I]. (Reprinted
with minor modifications with kind permission from Elsevier B.V.)
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) cross-section micrographs of the thin
films deposited on c-sapphire substrates are shown in Fig. 14 [III]. The TEM
studies were in good agreement with the SEM studies presented in Fig 13. In Fig.
14 a), a TEM micrograph of the thin film with dominating V2O5 phase is presented.
A clear polycrystalline structure with minor fibre or tubular-like structures can be
identified from the film microstructure. Also, the density of the film is high without
any pores. TEM micrographs of the film with structure of both V2O5 and V7O16
phases are presented in Figs. 14 b) and c). A high porosity is seen in the film
microstructure, and also the amount of fibre- or tubular-like textured nanostructures
is high. In Figs. 14 d) and e), TEM micrographs of the film with dominating V7O16
phase are presented. Dense, polycrystalline microstructure can be seen clearly in
the micrographs. The fibre- or tubular-like nanostructures with multi-layered fine
structure are now very distinctive and strong in this film, as shown in Fig. 14 e).

Fig. 14. TEM micrographs of a) film with a dominating orthorhombic V2O5 phase, b), c)
film with equally strong orthorhombic V2O5 phase and triclinic V7O16 phase, and d), e)
film with dominating triclinic V7O16 phase [III]. (Reprinted with the kind permission of
Elsevier B.V.)

When assuming that the amount of triclinic V7O16 phase is comparable to the
amount of fibre or tubular-like nanostructures in the film composition, it could be
expected based on Raman spectroscopy and XRD measurement, that the film
shown in Figs. 14 d) and e) would have the highest amount of the tubular
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nanostructures in its composition. Based on this assumption, the existence of the
tubular fine structures is another evidence of the presence of triclinic V7O16 phase
in the thin films. However, it should also be pointed out, that these nanostructures
differ from the conventional vanadium oxide nanotubes, VONTs, because of the
differences in the manufacturing methods. In pulsed laser deposition process, as
compared to chemical precipitation methods, no organic substances are present in
the growth process, only oxygen gas and a pure ceramic V2O5 target in vacuum
conditions. Hence, it is clear that the fibre or tubular-like structures shown in this
study are composed solely of vanadium oxide solid state phase. It has been
suggested in other studies [84], that the reason for the tubular-like morphology of
V7O16 is reduction of V5+ ions to V4+ of the VO5 tetrahedra structure in the V7O16
crystal. Vanadium V4+ ions are larger in size than V5+ ions, and thus the size of one
side of V7O16 layer will increase, causing the tendency of bending the layers to
tubular morphology.
The surface morphology and surface potential maps of the films with various
compositions were also measured with atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Kelvin
probe method. The results of the measurements are presented in Fig. 15. The
measured potential maps present the difference between the work functions of the
platinum AFM tip and the thin film surface, i.e. ΔΦ = ΦPt – Φfilm. The mV-scale in
the potential maps presented in Fig. 15 equals to meV scale of work function. The
surface potential value along the red line drawn in surface potential maps is shown
in the section graph. The existence of particulate droplets produced in PLD process
can be seen as bright white spots in morphology micrographs, present in all of the
thin surfaces. In Fig 15 a), the morphology and potential graphs of the film with a
dominating V2O5 phase are shown. The micrographs show a relatively smooth film
surface with Rq value, describing the standard deviation of the surface height
distribution, Rq ≈ 14.2 nm. The surface potential map follows the variation of the
surface height in the case of large variations like droplets, but otherwise the
potential map is quite smooth, with value of ΔΦ ≈ -150 meV. The micrographs
and data of the film with equal mixture of both V2O5 and V7O16 phases are
presented in Fig. 15 b). The surface is now rougher with rms roughness Rq ≈ 28.3
nm. Also, the surface potential map shows the phase composition variations
between V2O5 phase as darker areas and V7O16 phase as lighter areas, respectively.
It is also very clear that the surface potential map does not follow the variation of
sample surface height profile and is distinctively different from the surface
morphology in Fig. 15 b). This is a strong proof that there are two different phases
with two different work functions co-existing in the thin-film surface. Finally, in
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Fig. 15 c), the morphology and potential maps of the film with dominating V7O16
phase are shown. In this case, the surface is again quite smooth with Rq ≈ 14.6 nm,
and the surface potential map follows the surface morphology in the same way as
in the case of dominating V2O5 film in Fig. 15 a). Also, as shown in Fig. 15 c), the
average surface potential value is ΔΦ ≈ -110 meV for film with the major V7O16
phase. This result directly demonstrates the ~ 40 meV differences in work function
values of the two films with dominating V2O5 and V7O16 phases, and thus also
proves the various work functions of the two phases.

Fig. 15. AFM surface morphology micrographs (left), surface potential maps (middle), and
section graphs of the surface potential maps along the red lines of a) film with a dominating
orthorhombic V2O5 phase, b) film with a mixture of both orthorhombic V2O5 phase and
triclinic V7O16 phase, and c) film with a dominating triclinic V7O16 phase [III]. (Reprinted with
the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)
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7.2.2 Thin films on oxidised silicon
The thin films deposited on oxidised silicon substrates in situ at elevated
temperatures showed some differences in their microstructure compared to the thin
films deposited on c-plane sapphire platforms. In Fig. 16 a) and b), the AFM and
SEM surface micrographs of a film with major V2O5 phase are presented,
respectively. The surfaces of the films are formed of small nanograins, but also
flake-like structures are present on the surfaces. The Rq value measured from the
AFM micrograph, is Rq= 3.16 nm. The surface micrographs for a film with major
V7O16 phase are presented in Fig. 16 c) and d), respectively. The surfaces of the
films are now formed of clearly larger grains. The Rq value measured from AFM
surface graph for the film with major V7O16 is Rq= 8.64 nm. When these results are
compared to the micrographs presented in the previous chapter, it is clear that the
microstructure of the thin films on oxidised silicon is more composed of very
distinctive nanostructures of various sizes, as compared to the surface micrographs
of the thin films deposited on c-plane sapphire.

Fig. 16. The AFM and SEM surface micrographs of a), b) thin film with major V2O5 phase,
and c), d) film with a major V7O16 phase deposited on oxidised silicon substrates [IV].
(Reprinted with the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)
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7.2.3 Thin films on commercial microheaters and oxidised silicon
Depositions of vanadium oxide layers were also performed on commercial
microheater platforms and on oxidised silicon substrates at room temperature
conditions. The laser fluences used were 1.25 and 1.75 J/cm2 for the layers on
commercial microheaters and on oxidised silicon substrates, respectively.
Otherwise, the PLD deposition parameters were similar to each other. It was
concluded with all the characterisation methods, that the layers on both substrates
were very similar; only the thickness of the layers was different. The layers
deposited on top of the microheaters with the lower laser fluence value were
generally thinner than the ones deposited on oxidised silicon substrates. The AFM
surface micrographs of the layers deposited on oxidised silicon are shown in Fig.
17. All the micrographs have been taken after the post-annealing process at 400 °C
for 1h. Some grain growth was observed in the film surfaces after the postannealing process compared to the morphology before the post-annealing. It is clear
that the layers deposited at p(O2) = 0.04 or 0.1 mbar are in more dense thin film
form after the post-annealing process, whereas the 0.2 mbar and 0.4 mbar deposited
samples are formed of agglomerated nanoparticles. The values of surface
roughness Rq calculated for the layers are Rq = 3.4 nm for the 0.04 mbar sample, Rq
= 3.9 nm for the 0.1 mbar sample, Rq = 9.9 nm for the 0.2 mbar sample, and Rq =
26.4 nm for the 0.4 mbar sample. Thus, it is also clear that the surfaces got rougher
as the O2 pressure was increased in the PLD process [V].

Fig. 17. The AFM surface micrographs of the vanadium oxide thin films deposited on
oxidised silicon and commercial microheater platforms [V]. (Reprinted with kind
permission from Springer Science+Business Media B.V.)

The scanning electron microscopy micrographs revealed a very interesting
variation on the microstructures of the V2O5 layers deposited on oxidised silicon
substrates and commercial microheaters. In Fig. 18, the scanning electron
microscopy micrographs of the layers deposited at 0.04 mbar and 0.2 mbar are
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shown. In Fig. 18 a) and b), the SEM surface and cross-section micrographs of the
film deposited at p(O2) = 0.04 mbar are shown, respectively. A dense film structure
formed of relatively large grains can be distinguished, as was already seen in the
AFM studies. In Fig. 18 c) and d), the surface and cross-section micrographs of the
film deposited at p(O2) = 0.2 mbar are shown, respectively. From the cross-section
micrograph, a very oriented columnar-like growth mode is identified. The
columnars are approximately 150- 200 nm long and 50 nm wide, and vertical
channels are formed between the columns in the film structure. This type of channel
structure has a very porous morphology with high specific surface area, being very
advantageous for chemical sensing materials. Finally, the SEM studies performed
to the sample deposited at p(O2) = 0.4 mbar, which are not presented here, showed
that the film was formed of larger, randomly oriented nanoparticle agglomerates
almost in a nanofoam-like morphology, a result also confirmed by the AFM studies.

Fig. 18. SEM top and cross-section micrographs of the V2O5 layers deposited on
oxidised silicon substrates and commercial microheater structures: a) and b) surface
and cross-section micrographs of the film deposited at p(O2) = 0.04 mbar, respectively,
and c) and d) surface and cross-section micrographs of the film deposited at p(O2) = 0.2
mbar,

respectively

[V].

(Reprinted

Science+Business Media B.V.)
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7.3

Optical and electrical properties of the thin films

7.3.1 Optical transmittance
The optical transmittance of thin films deposited on c-plane sapphire substrates was
studied by spectrophotometer in order to study the energy band properties of the
thin films [I]. The transmittance spectra of the three films and single crystalline cplane sapphire substrate are shown in Fig. 19. Film with a dominating V2O5 phase,
showed a typical spectrum of V2O5 with absorption edge around 625 nm. In the
film with an equal mixture of both V2O5 and V7O16 phases, the transmittance curve
was clearly shifted to smaller values at lower wavelengths. In the film with a
dominant V7O16 phase, the transmittance value dropped even more. The drop is due
to another absorption edge at around 1000 nm originating from V7O16 phase in
films with co-existing phases. The roughly estimated values Eabs for various
absorption edges of the films were calculated with the Planck’s relation,
=

(23)

where Eabs is the estimated absorption edge, h is Planck’s constant, c is speed of
light, and λ is wavelength of the absorption edge. The estimated absorption edges
are pointed out by the arrows in Fig. 19. This type of estimation points out also an
estimated range for the band gap values for the various thin films. The calculated
energy values for the two different absorption edges of the films were Eabs ~ 2.43
eV and Eabs ~ 1.16 eV. The value of Eabs for the major V2O5 film (2.43 eV)
corresponded quite well to the reported band gap value in literature of Eg = 2.12 2.47 eV for a pure V2O5 thin film [114]. Also, in the literature the absorption edge
value of vanadium oxide nanotubes has been defined, and it corresponds very well
the absorption edge value Eabs ~ 1.16eV estimated here for the V7O16 phase [94].
Fig. 19 clearly shows that the films consisted of V2O5 and V7O16 phases mixed into
a polycrystalline film structure.
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Fig. 19. The optical transmittance data of the vanadium oxide thin films on c-plane
sapphire. The transmittance of pure sapphire substrate is shown as a reference.
(Reprinted with minor modifications with kind permission from Elsevier B.V.)

7.3.2 Electrical resistance as function of temperature
Electrical resistance was also measured as a function of temperature [I]. From the
measurement results, Arrhenius plots were calculated and are shown in Fig. 20. The
resistivity measured from the thin films between the temperatures RT - 350 °C
decreased exponentially in all films consistent with the behaviour typically seen in
semiconducting materials. The value of the resistivity in the film shown in Fig. 20
b), where the V2O5 and V7O16 phases were co-existing equally strong in the films,
was considerably higher than that of the major V2O5 or V7O16 films in Figs. 20 a)
and c), respectively. These results raise an interesting question. When the two
vanadium oxide phases with resistivity values on the same scale, as shown in Figs.
20 a) and c), co-exist in the same film shown in Fig. 20 b), why is the resistivity of
this film approximately two decades higher than in the films shown in Figs. 20 a)
and 20 c)? This behaviour is obvious from the value of ln σ, whereas in the film
shown in Fig. 20 b), the room temperature has a value of ln σ = ~ -10, which is
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approximately two decades higher than in the other two films. The changes in
sample morphology are hardly the only explanation for this behaviour. An
explanation suggested in this work for this type of behaviour is that p-n junctions
are formed between the V2O5 phase with known n-type conductivity and the p-type
conductivity of V7O16 phase.
The activation energies of the thin films were calculated from the Arrhenius
plots. All the thin films showed clearly two different slopes in the plots, indicating
various conduction mechanisms at different temperature regions. The highest
activation energies were gained from the film with the co-existing phases of V2O5
and V7O16 as Ea = 0.201 eV and 0.276 eV. The lowest activation energy values were
calculated from the film with dominating V7O16 phase as Ea = 0.166 eV and 0.190
eV. The film with dominating V2O5 film had activation energies of Ea = 0.205 eV
and 0.139 eV. The values obtained here correspond quite well to the values found
in the literature for V2O5 and vanadium oxide nanotubes with Ea = 0.2 – 0.4 eV
[92]. When the calculated activation energies Ea are compared to optical absorption
edge Eabs values in Fig. 19, it becomes clear that, instead of band-to-band transitions,
conduction mechanisms of the thin films are due to defect chemistry and interface
barriers. The suggested metal-insulator-transition (MIT) point of V2O5 could also
be seen from the plots at temperatures around TMIT = 270 °C, pointed out in Fig. 20
a) and 20 b) by arrows. This point seen in measurements of the two films gives
further support to the existence of the V2O5 phase, with high stoichiometry in the
thin films.

Fig. 20. The Arrhenius plots calculated from electrical resistivity measurements as a
function temperature for the vanadium oxide thin films on sapphire. (Reprinted with
minor modifications with kind permission from Elsevier B.V.)
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7.4

Valence states of the thin films

7.4.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The XPS studies performed to the thin films deposited in situ at elevated
temperatures on oxidised silicon substrates are presented in Fig. 21 [IV]. The
spectrum of the major V2O5 phase film is presented in Fig. 21 a). Typical dual-orbit
splitting to V2p3/2 and V2p1/2 levels is evident in the spectrum. A strong peak of the
vanadium V2p3/2 level at energy level around 517.2 eV is seen, which is typical to
pure V2O5, composed almost solely of V5+ ions [108,115]. The other sample shown
in Fig. 21 b), with the major V7O16 phase, shows a clear contribution from the
strong presence of the V5+ ions at 517.2 eV, but also, at the base of this peak, another
peak is seen at 516.2 eV. This is a clear indication of relatively high amount of V4+
ions in the sample [115,116], also implementing the presence of a higher quantity
of oxygen vacancies.

Fig. 21. The XPS spectrum of a) major V2O5 phase film, and b) major V7O16 film [IV].
(Reprinted with the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)

The oxygen O1s peak, related to oxygen at energy level 530.0 eV, is clear in both
types of samples. However, other contributions can also be identified in the binding
energy area above 530 eV, and they can be assigned to be the results of various
types of surface contaminants. These peaks are at energy levels of 530.8, 532.2 and
533.3 eV, and there are several possibilities why these contributions arise. The
peaks at 530.8 can be regarded as the contribution of carbon-oxygen bonds C-O on
the surface of the film. This contribution was also recognised from the spectrum of
the C1s level (not shown here), as a peak at 287.6 eV, which is regarded as arising
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from C=O bonds [108]. The peaks at 532.2 eV and 533.3 eV can be assigned to,
e.g. C-(OH) or H2O contaminations [108].
Voigt functions with Avantage software were used for the fitting of the data to
make a quantitative analysis for the peaks at V2p3/2 level, in order to estimate the
valence states and phase compositions of the film surfaces. According to the
calculations, 93% of the sample with major V2O5 was consisted of V5+ ions, with a
total oxygen/vanadium O/V relation of 2.46. The film with major V7O16 had 83.5%
of V5+ ions in its composition, but also 15% V4+ ions, proving the presence of lower
valence state phase in the film. The O/V ratio of this film was calculated to be 2.41.
V3+ ions were also included in the fitting process, but the number of them in both
samples were almost negligible. It should be noted, that the perfect V2O5 and V7O16
phases have O/V ratios of 2.50 and 2.29, respectively. It is thus clear that the majorV7O16 film consisted of almost equal quantities of V7O16 and V2O5 phases.
However, because XPS is a surface examination technique penetrating only a few
nanometres deep into the sample, and vanadium oxides surfaces are quite sensitive
to reduction or oxidation processes taking place in various conditions, the
convolution studies presented here only provide the valence state values from the
vanadium oxide film surfaces, not from the whole volume of the samples. Still, the
XPS results can be used to identify the large difference between the two sampletypes studied here.
7.4.2 Near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy
The NEXAFS method in the synchrotron ring of MAX III Laboratory at Lund
University was used to measure the X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of the
vanadium oxide thin films, in order to gain even more knowledge about the valence
and surface states of the samples. The whole X-ray absorption spectra of the films
are presented in Fig. 22 at three different measurement temperatures of room
temperature, 200 ˚C, and 300 ˚C. Typical spin-orbit splitting at the vanadium Ledge around 518 eV and 523 eV can be identified in all three sets of data, which
are attributed to the vanadium L3 and L2 XAS features, respectively [117]. Two
clear peaks are present at 529.5 and 531.5 eV, as a result from oxygen K-electron
excitations to the π* and σ* bands, respectively [117]. These peaks are a result of
transitions from O1s level to O2p levels hybridised with the Vt2g and Veg levels,
respectively [117,118], and the weight of these peaks is dependent on the crystal
field. Thus, they can be utilised as a measure of the local surroundings of the probed
atoms. In an almost pure V2O5 structure, with a valence consisted almost purely
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from V5+ ions, the t2g states have a higher electron density than the eg states. As a
result, the first peak has the dominating maximum when the
O K-edge is probed [118-120]. When the valence state decreases, the relationship
between the electron densities of t2g and eg levels is also changed, causing a more
pronounced relative intensity of the second peak rising from σ* band of the O Kedge [118-120]. The clear differences in the O K-edge peak shapes when a lower
valence state phase, i.e. V7O16, is present in the samples are evident also in the
results in this study. The first peak at approximately 529.5 eV is much sharper, and
it has higher intensity in the film with major the V2O5 phase at all the measurement
temperatures than in the film with V7O16 present. This is an indication of a higher
amount of oxygen in the samples [118-120]. It is also noted in the case of the film
with a major V2O5 phase that when the temperature of the sample is increased from
RT to 300 ˚C, the shapes of the peaks at O K-edge vary, and the differences between
the two samples are less pronounced. This is probably due to the reduction of the
pure V2O5 phase at a higher temperature in a high vacuum, i.e. the addition of V4+
ions to the V2O5 film composition. This type of reduction mechanism is also a welldocumented phenomenon in vanadium oxide structures [121].
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Fig. 22. Near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure spectra of the vanadium oxide films
measured at RT, 200 °C, and 300 °C [IV]. (Reprinted with the kind permission of Elsevier
B.V.)

FITXPS program [122] was used to fit the O K-edge peaks in order to find some
quantitative values for the peak shapes in the vanadium oxide samples. The
software is based on Doniach-Sunjic functions with an α-parameter, which
describes the asymmetry of the peaks. The fitting procedure was based on similar
work carried out by Ruzmetov et al. to study the metal-insulator transition in VO2
thin films [123,124]. Examples of the results are shown in Figs. 23 a) and b), where
the fitted data sets of major V2O5 and major V7O16 phase films measured at RT are
presented, respectively. The main parameters used in all of the fittings made are
presented in Table 2. It is clearly seen from the table that both the peak intensities
and full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) values of the π* and σ* states vary with
film phase compositions and the sample temperatures. The smaller ratio FWHM
(σ*)/FWHM (π*), when the V7O16 phase is present in the sample shows how the
peak width of π* band is clearly larger in the mixed phase samples. Accordingly,
the peak intensity ratio Intensity (σ*)/Intensity(π*) is higher in the major V7O16
film. This mathematical presentation clearly points out how the intensities of the
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peaks from the σ* band compared to intensities of the peaks from the π* band vary
in the thin films in terms of temperatures. It is clear that at every measurement
temperature the relative intensity of the peak from the σ* band compared to the
peak from the π* band is pronounced in the major V7O16 film, compared to the film
with pure V2O5 phase. These results, together with the measured XPS spectra,
effectively prove that in the film with a major V7O16 phase, the amount of oxygen
is lower, and thus the valence state of the film is lower than in the pure V2O5 film
[118-120]. Based on these observations, it is proposed that the mixed-valence and
mixed phase thin films have more oxygen vacancies in their structure than the pure
V2O5 films, which is also in accordance with previous results published [125,126].
Finally, the rather small R-values in Table 2, which describes the deviations of the
fitted results from the measured spectrum [123,124], show that the fittings were
performed with reasonable accuracy.

Fig. 23. Fitting examples performed by using FITXPS software to the O K-edge peaks of
NEXAFS data measured at RT of a) the film with major V2O5 phase, and of b) film with a
major V7O16 phase [IV]. (Reprinted with the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)
Table 2. The main fitting parameters of the vanadium oxide thin films. PE is photon
energy, ΔPE is the distance between photon energies π* and σ*, FWHM stands for fullwidth-half-maximum, and R [%] is the deviation of the fit from the measured spectrum
[IV]. (Reprinted with minor modifications with the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)
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529.526

531.436 1.9092 0.3694
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1.0900

1.5233 4.7716

3.1324

0.26

529.511

531.643 2.1322 0.2741

0.2281

0.8320

1.1668 4.4509

3.8140

0.27

529.457

531.543 2.0853 0.1360

0.2418

1.7780

1.4349 4.4155

3.0722

0.1

529.507

531.637 2.1293 0.2275

0.2551

1.1213

1.1977 5.1299

4.2759

0.46

529.499

531.649 2.1505 0.1775

0.2678

1.5100

1.5267 5.6841

3.7231

0.17

V7O16/RT
Major
V2O5/200 °C
Major
V7O16/200 °C
Major
V2O5/300 °C
Major
V7O16/300 °C

7.5

Gas-sensing properties of the thin films

7.5.1 Thin films on sapphire
The electrical gas responses for vanadium oxide thin films deposited on sapphire
substrates were tested for various gases, mainly for nitrogen oxide NOx and
hydrogen H2. The measurements were performed both in argon and synthetic air,
with 20% of O2 in N2, background at measurement temperatures between 100 °C –
290 °C.
The H2 responses of the films were measured both in synthetic air and argon
background at temperatures of 175 °C and 290 °C. In the majority of the thin films,
the resistivity decreased every time the hydrogen gas was injected, typical for ntype material as a result of added electrons to the surface. However, in the film with
the dominating V7O16 phase measured at 175 °C, the resistivity increased in argon
background during the hydrogen injections. This is one indication that this film
possibly has a p-type electrical conduction mechanism present in these conditions
as well, since the H2 added electrons into the thin film, which in a p-type conductor
increases the resistivity. This result is also consistent with the p-type conduction
attributed to vanadium oxide nanotubes reported in [87], where it was stated that
vanadium oxide nanotubes behave as a p-type semiconductor at temperatures
below 260 °C, and above this as a n-type semiconductor. The suggested p-type
conductivity of the thin film with a major V7O16 phase is also clearly shown in Fig.
24 presenting O2 and H2 responses of measurements performed at 100 °C. The
resistivity during O2 exposure, Fig. 24 a), clearly decreased during gas injection;
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and for H2 exposure, Fig. 24 b), the resistivity behaved vice versa, showing typical
responses from a p-type conductor. On the other hand, in Fig. 24 c), where the
response towards H2 in synthetic air background at this low temperature is shown,
the resistivity decreases during gas injections. This behaviour during H2 exposure
is similar as at 175 °C and at 290 °C and supports the theory of the presence of both
n-type and p-type conduction mechanisms in the films. Combining the results of
the resistivity as a function of temperature in Fig. 20 together with the gas response
measurements, it becomes clear that the V7O16 phase has both n-type and p-type
conduction mechanisms present, and the dominating mechanism is switched
according to surrounding conditions, e.g. temperature and gas atmosphere. This
leads to a situation where the mixed-phase film evidently has grain boundaries
between n- and p-type grains in its structure. When a resistive Taguchi-type gas
sensor is fabricated from this kind of mixed-phase vanadium oxide film, the current
paths for electrons and holes are formed through the necks in grain boundaries with
potential barriers formed due to discontinuity of the crystal structure. The n-type
V2O5 and p-type V7O16 grains have electrically connected grain-boundary
interfaces leading to potential barriers, consequently determined by the differences
of Fermi levels of the grains. The observed increase in the resistance baseline level
of the mixed-phase film is observed when, under the constant applied electrical
field during the gas response measurements a certain number of these asymmetric
grain boundary interfaces are reverse-biased, leading to lower current density
through them, and causing these grain boundary interfaces to actually limit the total
current density of the sensor.

Fig. 24. Gas response for the film with major V7O16 phase at 100 °C: (a) O2 in argon with
pulse length of 15 minutes, (b) H2 in argon with pulse lengths of 10 minutes and (c) H2
in air with pulse length of 45 minutes. The arrows indicate the direction of the response
[I]. (Reprinted with minor modifications with kind permission from Elsevier B.V.)
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The measured responses of the films for various NOx concentrations in synthetic
air background are presented in Fig. 25. The measurement temperatures were
175 °C and 290 °C. All the thin films showed some response to the gas exposure.
The results are presented in a baseline corrected form which compensates the drift
of the baseline, in order to show the responses in a clearer way. In Figs. 25 a) and
d), the responses to NOx of the film with a dominant V2O5 phase are shown. The
film had responses to the gas only at higher concentrations (>10 ppm), and
altogether they were quite modest. At 175 °C, the resistivity increased during gas
injections, but at 290 °C and with higher NOx concentrations, a switch in the
direction of the response is seen. The responses in the film with co-existing phases
of V2O5 and V7O16 in Figs. 25 b) and e) were the largest, and the resistivity
increased significantly during every NOx exposure. In the film with a dominant
V7O16 phase, shown in Figs. 25 c) and f), the responses were again very modest,
and the resistivity decreased during the gas injections. As was pointed out earlier,
it has been reported that V7O16 switches the conductivity mechanism from p-type
to n-type at 260 °C. Taking this into consideration, Figs. 25 c) and f) can be
explained as follows. At 175 °C in the film with the major V7O16 phase in Fig. 25
c), the drop of resistivity during NOx exposure shows that NO has added oxygen to
the sensor surface, which in a p-type conductor decreases the resistivity. Even
though the responses are small, one explanation for the constant drop in resistivity
of the film is that the V7O16 phase has a p-type conduction mechanism dominating
at lower temperatures, and when NO added oxygen to the sensor surface, resistivity
of the film decreased in all concentrations of NOx, thereby showing an oxidising
response. Combining this information with the knowledge of complex switching
behaviour of NOx reactions at the surface of metal oxides, the response shown in
Fig. 25 f) can also be explained. At the temperature of 290 °C, VOx-NT-type phase
film has a dominating n-type conduction mechanism, and the NOx reaction at the
surface takes place through formation of NO2 leading to a reduced response. The
decomposition of NO at low temperature and oxidation to NO2 at the higher
temperature is consistent with the reactions for the V2O5 material in Figs 25 a) and
d). Finally, as presented in Fig. 25 e), with the highest NOx concentration of 80
ppm, both reactions seem to happen in the films with equally mixed V2O5 and
V7O16 phases, seen as an extra peak in response at the end of the gas pulse.
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Fig. 25. The NOx response in air background at temperatures of 175 °C and 290 °C: (a) and
(d) the dominating V2O5-phase film, (b) and (e) the film with equally strong V2O5 phase and
VOx-NT-type phase, (c) and (f) the film with the dominating VOx-NT-type phase. The
responses have been baseline-corrected. The gas pulse was 10 minutes long. The arrows
indicate the direction of the response [I]. (Reprinted with minor modifications with kind
permission from Elsevier B.V.)

As it is clear that the gas-sensing behaviour of the vanadium oxide thin films
studied in [I] is quite complex and highly dependent on the surrounding conditions,
the following reactions are proposed to explain the gas responses of the samples.
For NOx gas, only the dominating part NO is taken into account and not NO2, which
most probably was also present to some extent in the gas atmosphere during the
measurements:
1.
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NO decomposes on the sensor surface and several intermediate reaction steps
takes place, resulting in oxygen adsorption on the surface while nitrogen
desorbs as N2. The adsorbed oxygen atom will take up electrons from the
sensor surface and normally form O2-, increasing the resistivity of n-type
material and decreasing the resistivity of p-type material.

2.

3.

4.

NO reacts with adsorbed oxygen on the sensor surface and forms NO2,
resulting in a decrease in resistivity of n-type material and an increase in
resistivity of p-type material.
Hydrogen will decompose and form H+, and electrons are added to the sensor
surface. With the presence of oxygen, adsorbed hydrogen ions will react and
form H2O, which desorb, and more electrons are added to the sensor surface.
Hydrogen will therefore normally decrease the resistivity of n-type
semiconducting material and vice versa for p-type material.
Oxygen will decompose and adsorb electrons on the sensor surface forming
O2- or O- or O2-. When oxygen desorbs, it gives back the electrons to the sensor
surface. Adsorption/desorption of oxygen therefore increases/decreases the
resistivity of n-type material, while the reverse is valid for p-type material.

The main results of the gas sensitivity studies of the vanadium oxide thin films
deposited on sapphire substrates presented in paper [I] can be described in the
following way:
1.
2.

3.

4.

At 290 °C in all atmospheres, the response seen in all of the thin films is typical
to n-type material.
At 175 °C, the film with the dominating V7O16 phase shows a response typical
to p-type material, as clearly seen especially in H2 measurements in argon
background, but also in NOx measurements with air as background. For the
V2O5-phase films and for the films with mixed V2O5 and V7O16 phases, the
response is of the n-type.
At 100 °C, the film with the dominating V7O16 phase shows a response typical
to p-type material in O2 and H2 measurements in argon background, whilst the
H2 response in air background is of the n-type.
The film with mixed V2O5 and V7O16 phases shows supreme gas-sensing
behaviour compared to the films with more uniform phase compositions. This
can be explained partly by a more porous film structure. Also, the phase coexistence of the n-type V2O5 and p-type V7O16 is likely to have effects on gassensing capabilities, for example, through the p-n junctions existing in the thin
films; which results in a higher resistance level that is advantageous for gas
sensitivity.
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7.5.2 Thin films on oxidised silicon
Pure V2O5 thin films and films with a mixture of V2O5 and V7O16 phases prepared
on oxidised silicon substrates were also studied as gas-sensing materials in order to
examine the effect of the various substrate and related changes in the film
morphologies to the gas responses of the materials [II]. The resistive gas response
of the samples was tested in atmospheres of NH3, NO, and CO in two sets of
varying background conditions, with 20% of O2 in N2 and 8% of O2 in N2. The
reason for also using the background gas atmosphere with lower oxygen
concentration is that in many applications such as, e.g. gas sensors used in a car
exhaust pipeline, the O2 concentration is quite low in the measurement environment.
Both the pure V2O5 thin films and the films with mixed V2O5 and V7O16 phases
were proven to be extremely sensitive to ammonia NH3 gas [II]. In Fig. 26 a), the
response of the thin films for 10 minute pulses of NH3 gas in concentrations below
1 ppm with carrier gas of 20% of O2 in N2 are shown. Both sensors show a clear
decrease of resistance during gas exposure, indicating dominant n-type behaviour
in both of the thin films. For the pure V2O5 film, a clear gas response is seen for as
low concentrations as 160 ppb of ammonia, and the mixed-phase film has a
response already at 80 ppb. The small inconsistent changes of resistance seen
already at lower concentrations are probably due to two different reaction
mechanisms affecting the response. It is likely that when adsorbed NH3 molecules
react with oxygen on the sensor surface, NO2 is created in reaction and it will thus
screen the response from the actual ammonia exposure, and lead to a rise in the
resistance at very low concentrations of NH3 [103]. This reaction is clearly noticed
for 40 ppb and 80 ppb concentrations of NH3 in the case of V2O5 samples, as shown
in Fig. 26 a). The mixed-phase film shows a higher response to NH3 than the pure
V2O5 film. The reason is most likely the p-n junctions in the grain boundaries that
exist in the film microstructure. In Fig. 26 b), the responses plotted as
∆

( ) × 100 ,

(24)

where R0 is the sensor resistance value in the carrier gas, and ΔR is the change of
resistance from R0 during the gas exposure, for both types of sensors as a function
of ammonia concentrations, are shown. The curves emphasize the fact, that the
mixed-phase films show higher sensitivity to NH3 with lower detection limit below
100 ppb. Also, no saturation in the response curves is noticed, and the mixed-phase
films have clearly higher responses still at ppm-level concentrations. However, as
a general result from the gas measurements, it was concluded that the pure V2O5
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material was more stable during the gas measurements. This is probably because
of the various microstructures and stoichiometry of the films. The mixed-phase film
has also higher amount of V4+ ions present in the structure, compared to the pure
V2O5 phase. This fact makes the mixed-phase sample more unstable at higher
temperatures, due to the possible oxidation process of the sample towards pure
V2O5 structure. Also, the grain boundaries between n- and p-type materials, which
necessarily exist in the mixed-phase films, make the behaviour of the electrical
properties more complex, especially under gas exposure.
The pure V2O5 thin film, on the other hand, showed a very stable gas sensor
performance, as shown in Fig. 27. The measurements were performed in 20% O2
in N2 at 350 °C with 2 h exposure pulses. In Fig. 27 a), the NH3 response at ppblevels is shown for a 100 h time period, whereas Fig. 27 b) presents NH3 response
at higher concentrations from 4 ppm to 32 ppm. The sensor response is still very
high, even though some tendency towards saturation at higher concentrations is
seen. Also, the NH3 response at ppb-level with 1% of H2O present in the
background is shown in Fig. 27 c). In dry synthetic air conditions, the resistance
baseline shows a stable behaviour during the measurements and the detection limit
of NH3 is below 80 ppb. The measurement in the presence of H2O, on the other
hand, shows some drift in the resistance baseline. However, the sensor already
clearly detects ammonia at 40 ppb.
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Fig. 26. a) Sensor response for ppb-level NH3 at 350 °C of vanadium oxide thin films in
20% of O2 in the carrier gas, and b) normalized ΔR/R0 response curves of the same films
in both 20% of O2 and 8% of O2 gas in the carrier gas. The pulse length was 10 min [II].
(Reprinted with the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)
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Fig. 27. Gas responses for ammonia gas of the pure V2O5 phase film at 350 °C and a) in
synthetic air at ppb levels, b) in synthetic air at ppm levels, and c) with the presence of
1% of H2O [II]. (Reprinted with the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)

Gas-sensing responses for NO and CO gases of the pure V2O5 thin films are shown
in Fig. 28 a) and b), respectively. It is seen from the data that the detection limit for
NO is between 30 and 35 ppm and for CO approximately 50 ppm. Also, the stable
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behaviour of the pure V2O5 film during the measurements is evident. Based on
these results with much lower detection limit of pure V2O5 thin film towards NH3
than to NO and CO, it is suggested that this reasonable selectivity to NH3 would be
advantageous for certain automotive gas sensor applications. These materials could
be utilised, for example in applications where the sensor is positioned in the exhaust
pipeline after the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) converter, where the NO
concentration normally is very low, below 20 ppm, and the CO concentration also
stays below 100 ppm [127].
An interesting behaviour for the NO gas-sensing response was seen in both
thin-film types shown, e.g. in Fig. 28 a). The sensors had peculiar threshold-type
behaviour in the responses to NO. For example, in Fig. 28 a), the threshold
concentration is around 35 ppm of NO concentration. A tentative explanation could
be that there is competition between oxygen and NO adsorption on the sensor
surface, and that NO does not decompose on the surface until it has replaced a
certain amount of oxygen adsorbates. Once this level is reached, NO starts to
decompose and add oxygen to the surface, which leads to resistivity increase in the
sensor signal.
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Fig. 28. The gas responses at ppm levels for the pure V2O5 phase film at 350 ° for a) NO,
and b) CO. The gas pulse length was two hours with two-hour dwell in between [II].
(Reprinted with the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)

Overall, the vanadium oxide thin films on silicon substrates were proven to be more
suitable for gas sensing applications than the ones deposited on sapphire substrates.
The sensitivity to NH3 is extremely high, and also the selectivity of NH3 to NO and
CO is very good in both background gas atmospheres of 20% of O2 in N2 and 8%
of O2 in N2. The reason for this variation is most probably in the differences of the
microstructures of the films. As was shown previously in this work, the structure
of the samples deposited on oxidised silicon seem to be composed of more clearly
differentiated nanostructures with porous morphology as compared to the ones
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deposited on sapphire. However, it must also be kept in mind that the phase
compositions of the samples seem to be quite similar, regardless of the substrate
used. In similar fashion to the samples deposited on sapphire substrates, the mixedphase vanadium oxide thin films were proven to be more sensitive to gases than the
pure V2O5 samples. On the other hand, the pure V2O5 phase thin films deposited on
oxidised silicon substrate were shown to be very stable in long-time gas
measurements.
7.5.3 Selectivity to ammonia of the in situ deposited films
Various types of cross-sensitivity tests were performed for both in situ-deposited
and RT-deposited and post-annealed, i.e. ex situ vanadium oxide thin films on
various gas atmosphere conditions [II,V]. The purpose of the measurements was to
ascertain the possibilities for using the vanadium oxide thin film structures as a gas
sensor for controlling the SCR process. The response for NH3 was measured in
background of pure NO for the in situ samples, and also in the background of both
NO and CO simultaneously for the RT-deposited samples. These tests were
performed in order to study the selectivity of sensing layers to NH3 in the presence
of interfering gases common in the combustion engine exhaust pipeline.
In Fig. 29, the responses to 35 ppm of NH3 together with 35 ppm of NO in the
carrier gas of 20% of O2 in N2 of the in situ-deposited samples is presented as
relative change of resistance R/Ro [II]. In Fig. 29 a), the response of pure V2O5 film
is shown and in b), the response of the film with mixed V2O5 and V7O16 structure
are shown, respectively. Both types of films showed quite similar behaviour during
the gas exposures. It was found that when a two-hour pulse of 35 ppm of NO is
introduced to the measurement chamber (point 1. in Fig. 29 a) and b)), the
resistance value increases rapidly. When 35 ppm of NH3 is introduced for the twohour period with the NO still on, the oxidising reaction of NO takes place
simultaneously with the reducing reaction of NH3, and the resistance drops down
(point 2. in Fig. 29 a) and b)). In the next step, NO gas is turned off and NH3 kept
on for two hours (point 3.), and the response level now to the pure NH3 stays about
the same. When both gases are turned off for a four-hour period (point 4.), the
resistance values of the films return to the original baseline. After this, just 35 ppm
of NH3 are injected into the chamber for two hours (point 5.), and the sensors
provide exactly the same response as before under the identical conditions in point
3. Subsequently, 35 ppm of NO is also added to the chamber with NH3 still on, and
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during this two-hour period only small changes are noticed in the resistance signal
(point 6.).

Fig. 29. The cross-sensitivity measurements of the in situ-deposited vanadium oxide
thin films for a 35-ppm level of NH3 with a 35-ppm level of NO at 350 °C for a) pure V2O5
phase film, and b) the mixed-phase film [II]. (Reprinted with the kind permission of
Elsevier B.V.)
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During the next phase of measurement, only NO gas is left on for two hours (point
7.), and then the resistance value increases over the baseline, due to the response to
pure NO, comparable to point 1. Finally, both gases are turned off (point 8. in Fig.
29) and the resistance values of the thin films return to the baseline. From the results
it is clearly seen that the gas response to NH3 dominates the entire gas response
during the exposure to both NH3 and NO, and also that the responses to NH3 and
NO are in different directions under these measurement conditions. In the SCR
process, NH3 and NO react on the catalyst, and in the presence of O2, they form
nitrogen and water. This reaction does not seem to take place here. A gas-phase
reaction between the two components is also possible, but only at temperatures
above 500 °C. Instead, it is proposed here that the NH3 molecules occupy the same
sites as the NO molecules, but it is also possible that the NH3 gas has additional
reaction sites in the vanadium oxide surface in comparison to NO. Finally, it should
be pointed out that background resistance drift is negligible for the 48-hour
measurement shown in Fig. 29 a) for the pure V2O5 film. The mixed-phase film in
Fig. 29 b) had somewhat more, but still modest, drift in the resistance baseline
during the 24-hour measurement.
7.5.4 Selectivity of the RT deposited films to ammonia gas
The layers which were deposited at RT in ex situ conditions by PLD and then postannealed at 400°C for 1 h, were also studied as a possible sensing material for SCR
process control [V]. This time the measurements were performed also in an
atmosphere, where, in addition to NH3 and NO switching gas injections, also a
constant CO gas flow was added to the background. As was presented earlier in
this work, microstructure of layers ranged from denser polycrystalline films to very
porous layers formed of agglomerated nanoparticles. Also, the layers were
determined to be composed only of the pure V2O5 phase.
In order to study NH3 cross-sensitivity of the RT-deposited vanadium oxide
layers to NO and CO, different types of measurement cycles were performed at a
constant 8% of O2 in N2/Ar background atmosphere at a measurement temperature
of 340 °C. The pulse length of gas mixture was one hour. The measurement data of
the layers deposited at p(O2) = 0.04 mbar and 0.2 mbar are presented in Fig. 30.
The total measurement time was around 35 hours. In Fig. 30, the critical points
where the gas injection was varied are numbered from one to 10, to serve as guides
for the eye. First, the CO background of 100 ppm, constant throughout the
measurement, was introduced to the measurement chamber (point 1.). The
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resistances of the sensing materials decreased to a new baseline level due to the
reactions between CO gas and V2O5 layers. When 20 ppm of NO was then injected
in the chamber (green line at the bottom, point 2.), there was an almost negligible
change in the resistance levels of the sensors. However, when 20 ppm of NH3 were
also introduced to the chamber with the NO still on (red line at the bottom, point
3.), there was a clear drop of resistance from a reducing reaction between the gas
and the film, with a response of over 50%, determined in accordance with Equation
(24). In the next step, NO was turned off and NH3 still kept on for another one hour
(point 4.), and the response levels to the pure NH3 stayed about the same. When
both gases were turned off for a one-hour period (point 5.), the resistance values
were recovered close to the original baseline. However, the resistance level of the
sample deposited at p(O2) = 0.2 mbar did not saturate before the next step (point
6.). This led to a slightly lower resistance value at this point. In the next phase (point
6.), only 20 ppm of NH3 was injected into chamber for 1 hour and the sensors gave
the same response as for the previous cycle (point 4.). Then again, also 20 ppm of
NO was added to the chamber with NH3 still on, and during this one-hour period,
only small changes were identified in the resistance signals (point 7.). In the next
step, only NO gas was left on for one hour (point 8.) and the resistance values
started to increase. Then both gases were turned off (point 9.) and the resistance
values returned close to the original baselines. This cycling of NH3 and NO gases
in the constant CO background was performed four times, and during every cycle
the changes of resistances of the layers were similar. In the final step (point 10.),
the CO gas was also turned off, and the resistance levels of the sensors returned to
their initial baselines without any target gas present.
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Fig. 30. Cross-sensitivity measurements of the RT deposited vanadium oxide layers
prepared at 0.04 mbar or 0.2 mbar of O2 partial pressure. The measurements were
performed with 20 ppm level of NH3 and 20 ppm level of NO in constant 8% of O2 in N2
background together with 100 ppm of CO at 340 °C [V]. (Reprinted with the kind
permission of Springer Science+Business Media B.V.)

In Fig. 31, the measurements performed for the layers deposited at p(O2) = 0.1 mbar
and 0.4 mbar, with similar cycles as in Fig. 30 at a constant background of 8% of
O2 in N2/Ar atmosphere at the measurement temperature of 340 °C, and with the
gas pulse length of 1 hour, are presented. These measurements were performed for
a time period of 110 hours. It is clear that the layer deposited at 0.1 mbar of oxygen
partial pressure was showing almost similar behaviour than the layers deposited at
p(O2) = 0.04 mbar and 0.2 mbar presented in Fig. 30. Again, the relative change in
resistance to 20 ppm of ammonia was around 50%, even in the presence of 20 ppm
of NO and 100 ppm of CO. It is obvious from this measurement data, that the layer
deposited at p(O2) = 0.1 mbar showed excellent long-term stability during 13
subsequent gas exposing cycles for more than 110 hours with only a negligible drift
in the resistance baseline. In addition, the gas response of the sensing material
stayed essentially the same for this long measurement time without showing any
decay, promising much longer stable operation time. However, the sensing layer
with larger agglomerates of nanoparticles on the layer surface, deposited at p(O2)
= 0.4 mbar, showed totally different behaviour compared to the three other layers.
First, the response to ammonia was subsequently much lower than with the other
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layers, down to ~15% of relative change in resistance. Secondly, every time the NO
gas was introduced (points 2. and 8. in Fig. 30), a clear response to NO gas was
seen, as a relative increase of resistance of ~7% above the resistance baseline. This
response must be the result of the oxidising reaction between the V2O5 layer and
NO gas. It is proposed here that the sample deposited at p(O2) = 0.4 mbar had some
crucial differences in its surface chemistry compared to the other layers, and that
for this reason the CO gas seemed to occupy the reaction sites for NH3 gas, and
thus the ammonia response was suppressed with this sample.

Fig. 31. Cross-sensitivity measurements of the RT deposited vanadium oxide layers
prepared at 0.1 mbar or 0.4 mbar of O2 partial pressure. The measurements were
performed with 20 ppm level of NH3 and 20 ppm level of NO in constant 8% of O2 in N2
background together with 100 ppm of CO at 340 °C [V]. (Reprinted with the kind
permission of Springer Science+Business Media B.V.)

The similar cross-sensitivity tests were performed on all four sample types, also in
varying O2 concentration in the background at two different temperatures, 250 °C
and 340 °C. The details of this relatively complex measurement are described in
more detail in [V]. As a conclusion from the measurements, the results observed at
two different measurement temperatures showed that the lower measurement
temperature of 250 °C increases the V2O5 sensor recovery times, especially to NH3
gas, as compared to measurements performed at 340 °C. However, it was noticed
that the change in the measurement temperature does not seem to affect the actual
cross-sensitivity performance of the layers. All the layers were still clearly capable
of detecting NH3 gas in the presence of CO and NO in the background. There was
a small difference in the cross-sensitivity performance at the two measurement
temperatures. It was seen that the varying O2 concentration in the background gas
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flow combined with the NO injection seemed to have greater influence on the
measured resistance response at 340 °C than at 250 °C. Also, in these
measurements, it was clear that the layer deposited at 0.4 mbar of O2 the NH3
response was suppressed by the CO injection in the background. In addition, a clear
response to NO gas was again seen as an increase of resistance above the resistance
baseline. It was thus concluded that the layer deposited at p(O2) = 0.4 mbar was the
weakest candidate as a sensing material to control the SCR process, whereas the
other three types of layers were performing in quite similar way.
Also, the effect of varying CO concentration in the background the crosssensitivity performance was studied. The results performed with the sensing layers
deposited at p(O2) = 0.1 mbar and 0.2 mbar at the measurement temperature of
340 °C are shown in Fig. 32. Three different constant CO levels of 50, 100 and 150
ppm were used in the background, as shown by the black dashed curve in Fig. 32.
The results are very promising. The change in the CO level resulted in only a small
change in the resistance baseline of the sensors, but still in all cases, very high
relative ammonia responses over 50% remained, even with the presence of NO
interfering gas at the same time. Again, the stability of both sensing layers was very
good over the 60 hours long measurement.
As a conclusion of the cross-sensitivity measurements, it can be summarised
that the results are very promising. For example, in order to control the injection of
excess urea or ammonia to the SCR catalyst, which causes the so-called ammonia
slip from the catalyst, a gas sensor reliably capable of detecting relatively low
amounts of NH3 selectively compared to NO and CO is really needed. The
measurement results in this work indicate strongly that the PLD-deposited V2O5
layers could be the solution, e.g. as a sensor material to be placed in the exhaust
pipeline after the SCR catalyst itself to control the NH3 injection in the system.
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Fig. 32. Cross-sensitivity measurements of the RT-deposited vanadium oxide layers
prepared at 0.1 mbar and 0.2 mbar of O2 partial pressure. The measurements were
performed for the 20 ppm level of NH3 and 20 ppm level of NO in varying O2 background
together with 50, 100 and 150 ppm of CO at 340 °C [V]. (Reprinted with the kind
permission of Springer Science+Business Media B.V.)

7.5.5 Sensing behaviour on the microheater platforms
Pure vanadium pentoxide nanostructures were also deposited on commercial
MEMS microheaters, and then tested as gas sensing layers [VI]. The microstructure
of the sensing layers was very similar to the ones deposited on oxidised silicon at
RT and then post-annealed. The similar PLD deposition parameters were also used
when depositing the layers on the MEMS microheaters.
In Figs. 33 a) and b), the relative response, defined by Eq. (24), of the V2O5
layers at measurement temperatures of 200 °C and 350 °C, are presented,
respectively. The layer deposited with 0.1 mbar of O2 partial pressure in PLD
chamber showed a very clear reductive response to all of the measured gases at a
measurement temperature of 200 °C – even -95% to 20 ppm of NH3. However, it
should be noted here that this particular layer structure deposited at p(O2) = 0.1
mbar showed considerable instability in its behaviour at 200 °C, and thus the
measurement results were quite complex. Thus, it was concluded that this layer
should be operated at higher temperature ranges. The layer deposited with p(O2) =
0.2 mbar was much more stable at 200 °C and had the highest response to NO. At
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350 °C, both types of layers operated in a more stable way, and they showed the
highest response to NH3. The responses to all gases used were reductive at this
measurement temperature, except the ones to the lowest concentration of NO. Also,
the V2O5 layers showed promising selectivity to NH3 compared to other reducing
gases, especially with the higher gas concentrations. This is in positive agreement
with the results presented earlier in this work. As a conclusion of the gas-sensing
measurements performed on commercial microheater platforms with the V2O5
layers, it is clear that the 0.1 mbar deposited layer outperformed the layer deposited
at 0.2 mbar at measurement temperature 200 °C, but was also more unstable. At
350 °C, on the other hand, the layer deposited at 0.2 mbar of O2 outperformed the
sample deposited at p(O2) = 0.1 mbar.

Fig. 33. Gas-sensing responses of the deposited V2O5 layers on commercial sensor
platforms measured at a) 200 °C, and b) at 350 °C [VI]. (Reprinted with minor
modifications with the kind permission of Elsevier B.V.)
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Conclusions

The research goal of this work was to study the structural and electrical properties
of different types of vanadium oxide thin films prepared by pulsed laser deposition,
and their possibilities as a functional material for gas sensor applications. A vast
study of crystal structure, electrical properties, and morphologies of the films was
performed. Different kinds of gas atmospheres were used in characterisation of the
electrochemical sensing properties of the materials.
The pulsed laser deposition process parameters to prepare triclinic V7O16 phase,
even though as a mixture with well-known V2O5 phase, to at least two different
substrate materials, i.e. c-cut sapphire and oxidised silicon, were defined. This is
the first time the V7O16 phase, previously only described as a building block for
vanadium oxide nanotubes, has been prepared in solid-state thin-film form. The
existence of this particular phase was proven by several methods including X-ray
diffraction with Rietveld refinement, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy.
Furthermore, it was seen that changing the substrate had an effect on the
microstructure and crystal orientation of the thin films, but not on the phase
composition itself. From the XPS and NEXAFS studies, a relatively large amount
of V4+ ions could be determined to exist in the mixed-phase film structures,
confirming the mixed valence structure of the film composition. This fact points to
a relatively large quantity of oxygen vacancies on the film surface. On the other
hand, the pure V2O5 films were determined to be composed almost solely of V5+
ions.
From the gas sensing, optical, and electrical characterisation results, it could
be concluded that the V7O16 phase had both n-type and p-type conduction
mechanisms present, with switching dominance in accordance with the surrounding
conditions. This was determined to lead to increased gas sensitivity of the film with
mixed V2O5 and V7O16 phases compared to pure V2O5, because of the p-n grain
boundaries formed in the sample which caused, for example, an increased
resistivity level typically advantageous in gas sensing. On the other hand, because
of the mixed valence structure of the mixed phase layer, the quantity of oxygen
vacancies is also relatively high in the film surface, most likely enhancing the gas
sensitivity of the layer, as well. However, the mixed-valence structure also causes
problems for the long-term stability in the samples with mixed V2O5 and V7O16
phases at elevated temperatures, whereas the long-term stability of the pure V2O5
was determined to be extremely good.
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Both the mixed phase vanadium oxide thin films and pure V2O5 layers were
determined to be extremely sensitive to ammonia gas. The mixed phase samples
had a clear response to NH3 already at a 40 ppb-level of ammonia, and the pure
V2O5 samples were able to detect ammonia clearly at the 160 ppb-level. The mixedphase film had some resistance baseline drift, but the pure V2O5 layers had a very
stable response to ammonia at ppb-levels of concentrations for the measurement
period of 100 hours.
The PLD deposition parameters for room temperature processing to produce
different kinds of pure V2O5 layers ranging from denser, nanostructured thin films
to more porous nanostructured layers on oxidised silicon and commercial
microheaters were studied. The microstructure of the layers was ranging from
denser nanostructured layers to nanopillars, and finally to extremely porous foamlike agglomerated nanoparticle layers. These types of sensing materials were
determined to be functional also on top of commercial microheater MEMS
platforms, and in particular the ammonia response at a measurement temperature
of 350°C was high and stable.
Both the vanadium oxide films deposited in situ at elevated temperatures and
the pure V2O5 nanostructures deposited ex situ at RT were tested as possible sensing
material to control the SCR catalysis process. The relatively complex tests were
performed with varying gas pulses of NO and NH3 in various O2 background
concentrations, with and without CO gas in the background simultaneously. The
results showed very promising results for all the thin film types. The NH3 response
of the films clearly dominated the gas response, even though a relatively high
amount of NO was injected in the measurement chamber simultaneously. In
particular, the samples deposited at RT were extremely promising. The layers were
able to clearly distinguish 20 ppm of NH3 even with 150 ppm of CO, and 20 ppm
of NO in the background simultaneously. Also, the long-term stability of these
samples was very high. Based on these results, it can be concluded that the V2O5
nanostructured layers can be used as NH3 sensors to control, e.g. the excess
ammonia slipping from the SCR catalyst components – a common problem in car
exhaust systems today.
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